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Deskins Examines University Budget;
Will Not Discuss Possible Cutbacks
by Jim Malone

UGBC President Duane Deskins
and fellow budget committee
member Peter Markel will be examining parts of the University
budget in the next few weeks,
attempting to determine if the $225
tuition increase proposed by the
University Budget Committee is
necessary.
Deskins said he will be looking
for holes in specific budgets, but he
would not name which ones. UGBC
was to begin looking at the budget
October 17.
Deskins pointed out that the
delay of the tuition increase decision
Duane Deskins(left), and Peter Markel, students on the University
does not necessarily mean a reducBudget Committee, are studying the budget to see where cutbacks can
tion in the tuition increase. A final
be made.
vote will be taken by the Executive
Committeeof the Board ofTrustees
early in November to decide
whether to increase the tuition.
Last Wednesday, Bob Kempf, an
Mazur said that while technicians organizer of the ad hoc committee
by Paul McPartland
The outbreak of food poisoning may be able to determine if all the
which affected over seventy students bacteria came from the same to delay the tuition increase dccion campus two weeks ago is over, source, there was doubt as to
according to Dr. Arnold Mazur, whether the source could be found.
Director of the BC infirmary. He cited several reasons for this.
Mazur theorized that if the source
However, Mazur said, "The source
of contamination may never be was a large one with a rapid tur- by Christine Bresnahan
Rochester Rd. neighbors of BC's
nover of food, such as the cafeterias
positively identified.
In the first ten days of October on campus, the tainted containers Newton Campus have turned over
sixty students reported to the infir- would have been cleaned by now. to the Newton City Solicitor
mary with symptoms of food Therefore he doubts if any positive documents which they believe
poisoning. Ten of these with more evidence will be found. If any guilt is guarantee them access to Colby St.,
acute cases were taken as in- declared, he believes it will probably a private way which crosses the BC
patients. One was hospitalized. In be based on circumstantial evidence; property. Meanwhile, under "cease
the following week ten more cases that is, if it can be shown that and desist" orders from the Newton
were reported, but by the end of the almost all the students ate at one Board of Aldermen, BC has halted
further construction on the parking
week things were back to normal, facility.
John Callahan, the Director of lots near the Quanset Hut on the
according to Mazur.
Newton Campus.
Representatives of the Food Services, said that all
The Newton Aldermen's apare
taken
precautions
always
Massachusetts State Board of
against such occurrences. He says proval, in September, or BC's plan
Health arrived Oct. 10 to interview
to close Colby Street to traffic causand test the ailing students, and the cafeterias are regularly in- ed
division among residents of
the
state
to
spected
by
certify
proper
named a bacteria, salmonella,as the
Rochester and Westchester Rds.
Since
the
they
sanitation.
outbreak
cause of the illnesses. But by Oct.
The two streets are
by the
17, the source of the bacteria was have cooperated fully with the rear entrance to the located
campus, near
authorities
in
re-inspecting
still undetermined.
the Quanset Hut.
For Statety
(continued on page 11)
reasons, the Westchester Rd.
residents had asked that traffic from
Colby, the street which crosses BC
land from Center Street, be denied
access to and from Westchester Rd.
However the residents of Rochester
Rd., a dead end street, felt that they
concentrate on giving increases for have the right to use Colby as an
by Andrea Lichota
The 1975-76 salary increments merit. However, we can't go up to access to Center St.
for faculty range from 1 to 12 per- 11 percent increases to keep up with The Rochester Rd. residents now
cent. Executive Vice President the rise of inflation. We just can't claim that an 1875 deed guarantees
Frank Campanella said the majori- afford to."
the use of Colby, "forever to the
By statute, the faculty must be owners and occupants of all the
ty of the faculty received a 6 to 8
percent increase in their pay. notified of the following year's lands bounding it,"and that
However, Campanella would not salary by March 1. Before this date, therefore closing Colby was illegal.
disclose how many faculty members Campanella and Rev. Charles A Rochester Rd. resident also
Donovan, senior vice president and reported their claim is backed by a
received increases.
The major criteria for deter- Dean of Faculties, must decide 1925 agreement.
mining the amount of money whether the sum allocated for salary
According to BC Vice-President
allocated for salary increments were increments in adequate. Following James Mclntyre, the Newton City
the rising cost of living and the fact that decision Donovan is to give the Solicitor had earlier refused to
that in previous years, be had failed deans of each school money for in- make a ruling on the dispute
to give substantial increases in pay. crements. Each dean would then between the residents. The solicitor
Four years ago, due to financial meet with department heads to dis- felt the argument was, "between
problems, BC issued no salary in- cuss how much of an increase each private parties," said Mclntyre.
crements. In the followingyears, in- faculty member should receive. "But since public rights seem to be
creases were minimal. Campanella Donovan then reviews faculty salary at issue now, the City Solicitor will
sail, "The faculty has been outstan- increase recommendations.
make a decision as to whether
ding in the sacrifices they've made The four factors determining the Colby is a private way with public
in accepting a year without a salary amount of each faculty member's access."
increment.
Last year, we gave increase are: whether he has
Mclntyre added, "there is
what we could afford. We had to received a promotion in the past probable reason to think," the
stretch it to make up for the past year, the amount of his present solicitor will rule that there is public
salary, whether he has carried out access to Colby St.
years."
"We don't have strong feelings
Campanella added "If we were his responsibilities and his comeither way. We'll abide by whatever
experiencing no inflation, we would munity and committee action.
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Poisoning Cause Unknown

sion, appeared on WZBC's Eagle's
Eye. Kempf charged that students
did not receive enough chance to
review the budget and that the increase was "rail-roaded down our
throats by the administration."
Also appearing on the program
was UGBC Executive Assistant for
Financial Affairs Peter Markel.
Markel acknowledged that UGBC
will receive a more extensive budget
breakdown, but said it will be kept
confidential and there are now no
plans to open it up to the students.
Associate Professor of Finance
Jerry Viscione, a member of the
University budget committee voted
for a delay of the tuition decision.
He said the budget committee is
scheduled to meet sometime before
Nov. 1, and until then student input
through UGBC will be solicited.
Kempf said he hopes the budget
will be available to members of the
college community. However,
University Vice President for Stu-

dent Affairs, James Mclntyre said
this would not be a "reasonable
alternative" because of the size of
the budget ($56 million) and there is
not sufficient time for a large
amount of student input. He added
that it would be more effective to
utilize the input from the student
representatives to the budget committee, Deskins and Markel.
However, Kempf said a rift exists
between the student representatives
at the Trustee meeting (Deskins and
Markel) and those students who
were on the green in front of Bratt
House two weeks ago to protest the
tuition hike.
Deskins said he is planning a
University Town meeting to discuss
the tuition increase for the last week
in October. He also said he would
like to see the procedure lor
deciding on the budget changed in
the future so that there will be more
time to go over the budget before
the Trustees make their final
decisions.

Newton Neighbors Claim Colby St. Access

Faculty Given 1to l 2%
Salary Increases

..

McCue
The closing of Westchester Rd. to through traffic has caused dissatisfaction among neighbors of the Newton Campus.

ruling they make," Mclntyre said.
"Right now we have a chain across
Colby from 8:00-5:00, Mondays
through Fridays, to see that BC kids
aren't affecting the neighborhood
adversely," yet to allow Rochester
Rd. residents partial access to
Colby.
BC's new parking lot, in the area
behind Keyes, presents another
problem with the city. The Newton
Conservation Commission recently
voted to ask the city law department
for an injunction to compel BC to
stop work on the lot. According to
an article in the Newton Times, the
commission fears environmental
damage to Edmands Brook, and the
area bordering it.
BC began construction on the
parking lot before receiving final
approval of their plans from a city
engineer.
"We were concerned that the lots
be ready for student use," said
Mclntyre.
"The Aldermen approved the plans for the lots two
days before the students were
scheduled to come in." When BC
got the approval, they immediately
contracted with an outside contrac-

tor to build the lots.

"At the time we didn't have the
plans that city engineers had set up.
There is some discrepancy between
the way the lots are now, and the
plans that the city engineers have."
Although Mclntyre said, the lots
are now being used by students, BC
can not paint lines on the lotsand no
lights can be constructed until the
problem has been negotiated.
"It looks as though the plans
should be settled in the next week or
ten days," said Mclntyre.
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NEWSBRIEFS
Monday, October 20th

G.S.A meeting in McGuinn 3rd
floor lounge at 6:30 PM
News Spectrum

?

highlights

from the New England Regional

Democratic Conference held in
Springfield on Sept. 27th will be
presented by WZBC at 7 PM
Guest speaker for the Dan Rohrer's
Media Advertising class will be
John Raffin of the Johnson, Raffin
and Clarke Ad. Agency. Class is at
2 PM in Cushine 237.
SON Freshman Class Officer Elections, 9:45-4:45pm, Cushing Foyer.
Association for Women in Management, 4:3opm, Murray Conference
Room.

Tuesday, October 21st

SOM Honors Program
presents a seminar on Junior Year
Abroad with Prof. Flagg and several
students who have participated in
Conference Room. Lecture and past years at 7:30 PM in Fulton 316
forum sponsored by the Homophile
Interested? Come and find out more
Union.
about it. Refreshments will follow.
WZBC will present "Eagle Eye" a
Homophile Union meeting at
hard look at the problems of comMcGuinn 118 at 7:30 PM; BC PO
muters
7 PM
Box B-28
The Political Science Department
Mr. Joe Kane, a labor lawyer will
will present the second speaker in
in Murray Conference Room
the "Problems and Prospects of speak
(McElroy Commons) at 4 PM.
Black Americans" series. Martin
of the Bellarmine Law
Kilson, Professor of Government at Members
and other interested peoAcademy
Harvard Univ. will speak on ple are urged
to attend..
"Change and Paradox in American
Ethnicity" in Fulton 412 at 7:30 PM WZBC will present "Sports
Weekly" an hour of live sports talk
The Honors Program of Arts and
at
7 PM
Sciences will sponsor a lecture on
Prof.
Albert
Lord
of
BC Dramatics Society presents
oral poetry by
Howard University: "Homer and "Rip Van Winkle" a nineteenth
the South Slavic Oral Epic" at 7:30 century melodrama, at 8 PM in
Campion Auditorium on Thursday,
PM in McGuinn
Friday and Saturday. Tickets
Artist SeriesCora Pucci, Potter, 11-3pm, available at McElroy Ticket Booth
McElroy Lounge.
for $1.50. Seasons tickets?4 shows
for $5 also available. InformationWomen's Center Self-Defense extensions843 or 2555
Course, spm, Cheverus Lounge.
Women's Center Self-Defense
Course, spm, Cheverus Lounge.
The

?

Social Committee meeting. All
students are invited to come and
participate. Important meeting at 4
PM in McElroy 120
WZBC
will present "New
Birth" a discussion of the politics of
rape at 7 PM
Wednesday, October 22nd
Coffee and conversation at the StylusYounger Poets Series presents
Women's Resource Center,
Frank Baidart reading from his
McElroy 213. Tonia Aminoff, poems. 8 PM O'Connell Grand
Sociologist and artist will install Hall.
and finish a piece of sculpture and
talk about process and product Writing and Reporting Workshop,
Arnie Reisman speaks this week on
aspects of art. FREE
reporting techniques. Free. WednesWednesday, October 22nd
day, 4:30, Heights Office.
Christian Students invite you to
AFC Meeting, 4:3opm, McElroy
drop by during the noon hour at
114.
Lyons 21.1. All are welcome.
Life Saving Course, 7pm, Carney
The Department of Romance 104.
Languages will present "The Green Romance Languages presents- The
Wall" at 7:30 PM in Devlin 8.
Green Wall, 7:30 & 9:3opm, Devlin
Changing Norms of Sexuality in 008.
American, an open lecture and Thursday, October 23rd
forum will be conducted by Fr. Paul Important meeting of all Art
Shanley (Minister to Sexual History Majors will be held at 12
Minorities in the Archdiocese of noon at Lyons 429. Brown bag
Borton) at 8 PM in Murray lunch
?

Yoga with Steffi Shapiro, 7pm,
Campion Faculty Lounge.
Dramatic Society presents Rip Van
Winkle, Bpm, Campion Aud.
Oct. 23, 24, 25

Friday, October 24th

Christian Students invite all interested to come meet with us for
fellowship and Bible Study at 1:30
PM in Carney Faculty Lounge. If
you are a hungry Christian or are
simply seeking, dropby!
The Boston College American
Studies Association is sponsoring a
social gathering at 8 PM at Haley
House. Administrators, faculty
members, graduate and undergraduate students who are interested inter-disciplinary ap-

Tutors Needed!
especially in

Chemistry
Physics
Economics
Geology Statistics
?

?

?

Apply: A&S Tutorial Program
Gasson 114
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proaches to American Culture are questions in regards to management
invited.
curriculum, careers, graduate
Film Board presents Beat the Devil, schools, etc. Sign up outside Room
7 & 9pm, McGuinn Aud.
201, Fulton Hall.
Off-Campus weekend of
An
Boston Symphony Cellist Jerome
reflections and
Contemplation,
Patterson will play in O'Connell
prayerHall at 9 PM.
developing the theme "The Search
' for Self will be sponsored by the
Saturday, October 25th
Chaplain's Staff on October 24-26.
Film Board presents Beat the Devil, The weekend hopes to allow
7 & 9pm, McGuinn Aud.
students the opportunity to reflect
on "Their Own Personal Journey"
Sunday, October 26th
Scuba Club Meeting, 4pm, Murray in the present, the past and in the
future. There will be a chance for
Conference Room.
both solitude and sharing with
Cultural Committee presents Jewish
others. If you are interested or want
Ethnic Night, O'Connell.
more information contact the
Chaplain's office in McElroy 215,
ANNOUNCEMENTS
969-0100, X 2665.
Joshua Center, a student-run hotline
The Film Board needs members.
and drop-in center, is now open 24 For information, please see Eric
hours a day, seven days a week. It is Hafen in McElroy 141.
located in the basement of Shaw
House and deals with matters of O'Connell Student Union-Study and
human sexuality, legal problems, lounge space, piano practice, a place
drug use and abuse, medical to get away from it all, 7pm-lam
problems and general information. daily.
Call or drop by any time.
Murray House 292 Hammond St.,
Attention Commuters! The UGBC is open weekdays. Eat lunch, relax,
Caucus (the Legislative Branch of study, play piano, ping-pong or
UGBC) needs a commuter watch T.V.
representative. Any interested
students should contact Ron A Musicians Union is forming. This
lacobucci in Murray House, Room is an open invitation to all those in36 (731-3650) before Wednesday, terested in the B.C. community
who would welcome the chance to
October 22.
interact and perform cgnveniently
will
College
LaTertulia of Boston
have its first get-together Tuesday, on campus with other students.
October 28, at the Spench House Practice rooms, lessons, are possi(Greycliff Hall) which is located on ble. Sign up at the Student Ac2051 Commonwealth Ay. The pur- tivities Office in McElroy 141.
pose of La Tertulia is to give The Ticket Booth in McElroy is
students a chance to converse and currently selling tickets for:
exchange ideas in Spanish on a Dramatic Society Production "Rip
weekly basis. At the meetings, Van Winkle," Oct. 23, 24, 25. Price
every Tuesday at 7:30, there will be $1.50; Season tickets for four Drwine and cheese served.
matic Society Productions, price
All BC facultyFßEE blood pressure $5.00; Boston Symphony Open
screening clinic Tues. and Thurs., Rehearsal, Oct. 29, price $3; Wilbur
Nov. 4 & 6 12-3 pm, McElroy Resi- Theater productions "Kennedy's
dent student lounge. Sponsored by: Children" through Oct. 25 and "Eundergraduate community Health -quus" Nov. 18-Dec. 27, all prices;
Nursing Project, BCSN.
O'Connell House Halloween MasAn evening with President Ford. querade, Fri. Oct. 31, price $6-couReception at John A. Volpe Inter- ple.
national Terminal at Logan Airport. Musical entertainment will be Veterans Office
provided and Ford will deliver an General information and assistance
address. Tickets are now available for B.C.'s veteran students is
at $15 a person through the Boston available on the following schedule
College Young Republican Club. in the Office of Student Activities:
Contact Arthur Tassi 964-9435 for Mondays: ll:30-3:30pm, Tuesdays
additional details.
and Thursdays: 9-noon and
Varsity Hockey needs managers. Fridays: noon-spm. For Evening
Interested sophomores and College Students, a veteran is
freshmen come to McHugh Forum available Tuesdays, Wednesdays
between 3-6 pm.
and Thursdays between 6:15 and
SOM Academic Peer Advisement is 10pm in the Ticket Booth Informaavailable to all students with tion Center. continued on page 11

,

Italian Restaurant

62 Washington Street
Home Style Food,
Brighton, MA
Pizza, subs
Comer of Washington St.
and Commonwealth Aye.
Open 7 days a week
I lam to 12pm Sun. 3:30- 12p.m.

BC Optical Shop
New Low Fees

Located in the
Bookstore
Telephone extension 170
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Jesuit HistoryExhibit
by Mary Klingler

October 14 marked the opening
in Bapst library of the Bicentennial
Exhibition of Jesuitana, "being
mostly original documents tracing
faintly the story of the Jesuits from
the first arrival of the Pilgrims in
Maryland in 1634." Present were
Pres. J. Donald Monan, Vicepresident Charles Donovan,
Bicentennial Chairperson Mary
Kinnane and about 25 members of
the Jesuit community.
University Archivist Henry
Callahan composed Jesuitana in the
four exhibit cases and in a leaflet
now available at Bapst.
To collect the material, Fr.
Callahan researched and compiled
the collection in the Georgetown
jUniversity Archives and the
:Archives of the Province of
lMaryland of the Society of Jesus in
!Baltimore. Fr. Callahan said he enjoyed "looking for the documents
down South and collating them and
.putting them on exhibit." The
current exhibit represents the choice
material that Fr. Callahan
collected.

McCue
One of the Jesuitana exhibits in Bapst.

Tom

Young Reps.& YAF Plan Election
by Susan Liguori
The Young Republicans (YR)
and the Young Americans for
Freedom (YAF) are planning activities for the coming year and
preparing for the 1976 Presidential
elections.
In the Congressional elections,
the YR will be supported Arthur
Mason in his bid to unseat Father
Drinan. Mason, a graduate of BC
law school and a resident of Newton, will be speaking at BC soon.
YR President Arthur Tassi
described his organizationas "an instrument for college students, with
moderateto liberal views, to express
their political ideologies as it pertains to the Republican viewpoint."
Tassi said, according to p0115,.20
percent of the registered voters consider themselves Republicans while
35 percent consider themselves
Independents. Tassi believes that if
the Republicans are to survive they
must attract these Independents.
"Many of the Independents were
originally Republicans," he added.
"With Watergate and the Nixon
debaclethese peoplefelt they had no
choice but to switch parties."
The YR are having difficulties
working on state and local elections,
according to Tassi. Many of BC's

be charged and tickets may be
purchased through the YR.
Since their formation a year ago
the YR have been active in a
number of projects. In September,
they hosted the Students' Fieldman
school, a week-long training school
with emphasis on youth politics.
The YR also sponsors an annual
trip to Washington, D.C.
terested students to New Hampshire

for the primaries.
The YAF will be involved in lobbying for the 'Tax Limitation
Referendum.' "The passage of this
Three more exhibit cases are to
bill," explained Flaherty, "would open soon one in McGuinn Hall,
force massive cuts in welfare and one in Gasson Hall and one outside
thus relieve the middle class of the the BC Bookstore.
new taxes that Congress is planPresident Monan spoke briefly
ning."
Tuesday night, saying the exhibit
Demonstrations in front of the marked "our distinctive identity"
IBM offices are also being planned. which "reaches back to our own
?

deepest and richest traditions."
The exhibit starts with the 17th
century voyage of the Ark and Dove
which marked the beginning of
religious freedom in America as the
passengers fled from intolerance in
England. The exhibit next goes to
Maine where Fr. Sebastian Raledid
missionary work in the 18th century
with the Abnaki Indians and compiled a dictionary. It reports a Fr.
John McElroy's exploits with
Taylor's army during the Mexican
wars. The founding of a Jesuit
college in George Town was initiated. And finally, more locally
and closer to our own times, are
documents devoted to the founding
of Holy Cross and Fr. McElroy's
purchase of land on Harrison Aye.
in the South End, the beginning of
Boston College.
There is also a document from a
predominantly "know-nothing"
court in Ellsworth, Maine which
voted to tar and feather Fr. John
Bapst if he was found again in
Ellsworth. It reads: "We manifest
our gratitude for his kindly interference with our free schools and
attempts to banish the Bible thereby
procuring for him and trying on an
entire suit of new clothes such as
cannot be found at the shop of any
taylor and that when thus apparelled he be presented with a free
ticket to leave Ellsworth upon the
first railroad operation that may go
into effect."

Recyclables to be Collected

Students and the entire Boston cities which have no acceptable
College community can now take space left for landfill operations
advantage of the City of Newton's and have had their incineatorscloscurbside collection program for ed because they did not meet the
paper, glass and cans. Newton state clean air code. Large cities
began the collection of separated and small towns are faced with the
challenge to dispose of solid waste
recyclables this month.
Recyclables may be placed on in an environmentally acceptable
any curbside where rubbish is way whether it be by land fill or incollected. Clear glass and cans may cineration.
be placed into one container while Therefore, all municipalities have
colored glass and cans may be plac- common concerns and 18 plan to
ed into a separate container. Flat work together to come up with an
paper is to be bundled. By the time acceptable facility for waste disthese three materials are separated posal. Financing will come from
out of the household rubbish, the member communities plus federal
quantity of mixed rubbish is reduc- and state grants.
Art Tassi and Patrick Leahy, of the BC Young Republicans
ed. The containers that are placed The most important and difficult
President of YAF Peter Flaherty "IBM is selling computers to at curside are to be striped with any task will be to find a community
resident students are from out of described his organization as a Russia that will be used to guide paint or tape for easy identification willing to house a large resource
state and cannot vote in Massachu"group of individuals committed to their missile systems," Flaherty by the drivers of the "recycling" recovery center.
setts elections. Most, therefore, are conservative political philosophies charged. "They will be supporting trucks.
Because volunteer membership in
not interested in working for Masswith emphasis on individual Russia's defense."
Nunzio Puselli of Newton's
group means that any disthe
are
in
achusetts campaigns.
Many membersof the YAF
freedom and free enterprise
Street Department stated recently satisfied town could withdraw, it
President Gerald Ford will be systems."
favor of a new third party according that no extra money had been made
was recommended that this host
visiting the Boston area on Nov. 7.
A Ronald Reagan-William to Flaherty. There is strong senti- available for the modification of the
have absolute veto power on
Interested students may hear the Buckley presidential ticket has been ment that the Republicans, in the trucks to be used for collecting town
any meaningful issue in order to
President speak at the Logan Interendorsed by the YAF. The state aftermath of Watergate, have recyclables. Furthermore, no ad- prevent it from leaving the group
national Terminal. A $15 donation organization is presently making "outlived their usefulness," he ditional funds were available to use once the center had been decided
added. Tassi, however, thinks YR in building the transfer site where
to the Mass. Republican Party will plans to house and transport inupon.
and YAF can help one another.
the collection trucks would dump
In the past, the YAF has been in- the recyclables into large 40 cubic It is estimated that it will be 5-8
volved in the "Goldwater for yard containers. Reusable wood years before construction of such a
President" campaign and the for- and rocks necessary for this con- plant would be complete.
mation of "Honor America Day." struction were salvaged from an ur- " The tons that are removed from
Students interested in joining ban renewal project.
the solid waste stream as a result of
demonstration was "to stop The YAF should contact Peter Flaherty
by Jim M alone
The collection of recyclables is recycling will cause a reduction in
Ten people demonstrated in front Heights policy of accepting abortion in Fitzpatrick 105. The YR will be endorsed by the 128 West Refuse the tonnage that will have to be
of McElroy foyer last Wednesday ads." Mullen added that his group signing up new members in late Oc- Recovery Council (128 WRRC), handled by the 128 WRRC regional
against The Heights policy ofaccep- received support from the Knights tober outside of McElroy.
which is made up of people from plant when it is completed.
ting abortion ads. Some of Columbus and certain Jesuit
demonstrators were members of the members of the collegecommunity.
BC chapter of the Massachusetts However, he would not give any
Youth for Life, a statewide anti- names.
The Heights Editor-in-Chief Joan
abortion group.
The group formed a circle and Quinlan said the demonstration will
picketed with signs two of which have no effect on The Heights'
read "Burn The Heights!" and policy of accepting abortion ads. To
"Stop the murder!" Copies of The date, no abortion ads have been
Heights were burned in a waste can printed in The Heights this
in the center of the circle. Following semester. Quinlan added that "the
this, the group began to chant demonstrators are attempting to
"Burn The Heights," and "Stop the impose their views on the entire university body. We publish to give
ads, stop abortion."
The demonstration, staged about people an opportunity to make their
1 pm, drew mild interest from by- own decision. By publishing the ads
standers walking in and out of we are not advocating abortion."
Mullen indicated further
McElroy Commons.
According to Dave Mullen, one demonstrations against other camof the organizers of the demonstra- pus organizations are planned.
tion and a member of Mass. Youth Joshua Center, and The Women's
for Life, the purpose of this Center were named as two targets.

K;irn

Bob

Anti-Abortionists Demo
Against Heights Ad Policy

?

The Heights is sponsoring a news
writing andreporting workshop,
to be held every Wednesday from 4:30-6.
This week, ArnieReisman fromWGBH
will speak on techniques of reporting
and interviewing.
All welcome. FREE
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Editorial
BC Developing From Local to National University
THE HEIGHTS.October 20, 1975

by Jim Green

Traditionally, Boston College has been a
local college geared to meeting the needs of
the people of Boston, particularly the sons of
immigrants. In recent years, however,
Boston College has undergone a rapid and
comprehensivemetamorphosis. No longer is
BC's mission as simple as providing the opportunity for higher education to Boston's
less advantaged classes. BC has departed
from its traditional provinciality and embarked on a new course designed to earn it a
high position amongst eastern universities.
BC has greatly broadenedthe diversity of
its enrollment. It has expanded its physical
plant enormously by developing lower campus from scratch, adding to middlecampus,
and acquiring Newton College. It has
devoted a greater portion of its resources to
its professional schools so that it offers more
academic diversity. In the process of making
these changes however, Boston College
sacrificed some of its uniqueness and tradition.
The principal reasons for the change in
direction are to facilitate the developmentof
the university and to insure long term financial security by making Boston College attractive to a much larger populace.
Academic excellence in a variety of fields
is the keystone to any effort to improve the
university's reputation. Serious academic
planning, as was conducted here last year by
the UAPC, is the starting point from which
the internal departments can strengthen
their deficienciesand Admissions, Development, Public Relations and the Alumni offices can take Boston College's case into the
field.
The admissions office, under the direction
of Dean John Maguire, has been very
successful in securing applications for BC.
Applications for the 2000 spots in the
freshman class increased from 8358 for the
class of '77 to 9486 for the class of '79
(

+ 13.4)

BC has been able to increase its number of
applicants while many other private colleges
are experiencing serious declines. Two important factors are responsible for this
phenomenon. First, BC doubled the size of
its potential applicant market by deciding to
enroll women in its two largest undergraduatecolleges, A&S and SOM. After
only 6 years women account for 50 per cent
of the undergraduate body. The presence of
women also makes BC attractive to larger
group of men as coeducationis preferred today.
The second factor in BC's ability to increase applications is its transformation
from a predominantly commuter to a
predominantly resident student population.
The demand for resident student status has
been much greater than BC's housing
capacity for quite a while. This has had
serious academic ramifications in the past as
a small group of resident students was
chosen from a large applicant pool while a
large number of commuters was chosen
from a relatively smaller applicant pool.
Therefore, admission for resident students
was highly selective while admission for
commuters was not selective. This resulted
in a "twoculture society" predominating at
BC.
With the dramatic increase in housing
facilities this situation is no longer so lopsided, Dean Maguire told the Heights. "All
we've done with the building of housing is
bring parity to the situation, so that now we
can almost achieve the ideal, which is if
there are 70 per cent residents and 30 per
cent commuters in the applicant pool for a
70-30 clas.s then the two culture tag will disappear."

Current studies show that the number of
students seeking college educations will fall
sharply after 1980. Boston College would be
in serious trouble if it still depended most
heavily on the commuter market, but by
becoming a resident college it has opened up
a much larger market from which to draw
applicants. This is essential to the future
viability of the university.
Dean Maguire emphasizes that "for the
foreseeable future we are talking about serving a commuter population in the
thousands." The commuter, although still
offered the same academic opportunities as
before, is no longer in the limelight at BC.
The university devotes most of its resources
to the resident student.
The catch in Maguire's statement is the'
phrase, "for the foreseeable future." Boston
College is fighting a battle with public

higher education that it could very possibly
lose. In the view of the administration, BC
offers the commuter a high quality, value
oriented education for $3000 per year while
UMASS offers a lower quality, secular
education for $500 per year. (As the quality
of eudcation at UMASS goes up and the
secularization at BC continues, the
educational differences will disappear while
the price disparity remains.) The number of
Greater Boston residents who feel that BC is
worth the extra money will diminish. BC
will continue to serve commuters as long as
commuters remain interested in BC.
Therefore, Boston College must recruit
primarily from the socio-economic group
However, BC must prepare for the day
when commuters are no longer interested in

Dame game as examples of events that were
well covered nationally.
The Law School especially has drawn a
great deal of attention recently. BC came
very close to getting President J. Donald
Monan on the Today Show to discuss the
move to Newton and 60 Minutes also considered doing a segment on it. The Wall
Street Journal wanted to include BC in a
study it was making on Law School profits,
but BC declined to participate because it
was in the midst of revamping its accounting
procedures and also because the university
may not have wanted to publish financial in-

paigns which have raised approximately one
million per year for the last three years. This
money has been used to support the
operating budget. It was not intended to be
used for capital development.
Currently, BC is deeply involved in a
capital fund raising campaign which will be
formally announced in the spring. Vice
President for Development Robert J. Desmond told the Heights, "We have well laid
plans, we have a well laid time schedule, but
we certainly need the interim months to
fulfill the objectives that we have, to allow us
to reach the point where we can go public."
formation.
The objectives of the capital campaign
The Notre Dame game also generated have not yet been disclosed, but certainly a
tremendous national exposure. The game library, a theater and scholarship endowitself received a lot of coverage in the ment will be high priorities.
national media, but during halftiine, ABCThe university will be attempting to at-

McCue
The development of lower campus and the acquisition of Newton are two major symbols of BC's growth in size and prestige.
tract financial support from areas which
TV gave 50 million people a narratedslideBC in the traditionally large numbers by
show tour of the BC campus. Never in its were previously closed to BC. Few correducing the university's dependence upon
the commuter.
history has Boston College received that porations or philanthropic foundations will
support annual operating needs. They are inFurther insight into the situation may be
kind of national exposure.
gained by considering the background of the
Public Relations has formed an advisory terested in items of a more permanent
resident student population. Boston College council whose members are prominent nature such as the construction of buildings.
is not recruiting students from city areas.
professionals in the fields of Public Construction isn't the only important
capital item however. A variety of inRelations and Communications. The purTheyare recruiting for the most part from
suburban high schools, that can afford
pose of the council is to obtain the best teresting objectives much be developed to
private education. This has resulted in BC's possible advice on handling BC's PR work maximize the attractiveness of the capital
becoming an upper middle class institution
and to establish contacts in the fields of PR campaign.
In previous years, BC has received very
when traditionally it had served the working and communications. The Boston council
little financial support at the national level.
class.
has been such a success that Miller is conMaguire describes BC's ability to offer sidering forming similar bodies in New In view of the changes the university has undergone, however, the administration expects much better results. Desmond stated,
"We have a better national case to present
than we did just a few short years ago. We
were attracting a young lady or a young man
from Boston and the local corporations
realized that Boston was receiving the
benefit from BC's presence. But you might
have been a littlehard pressed to convince a
national corporation out of Chicago or New
York that BC had a better case than
somebody who is closer to them or in their
York and Washington.
housing to greater Boston residents as "the
own community. But now our people are
The alumni office is also doing a conbiggest advantage we've been able to offer
siderable amount of work promoting BC moving about the country pretty well. We've
the total applicant pool in the last 5 years."
through its club structure. Director John got some very fine people in top notch
He points out that many "highly qualified"
Wissler explains that "one of the major positions throughout the country. You can't
Greater Boston students ignored BC in the
functions of a club is to attract students in its tell me that a corporation doesn't have to
past because they didn't want to commute.
take notice if they've got a few vice
area to BC." The Alumni office and AdThis is a big plus to Greater Boston students
presidents or a president in their ranks who
who can afford to live here, but it also conmissions jointly operate an Alumni Adtributes to the increasingly middle class
missions Counseling program in which graduated from BC."
At the faculty convocation earlier this
Alumni recruit at high schools, run college
composition of the student body.
nights, and hold receptions for those year Fr. Monan told the assembly that he
It will be interesting to see what effect a
students in their area who will enroll at BC would be announcing an "ambitious plan"
$225 tuition increase will have on comin the fall. Wissler estimates that 25% of in the near future. It seems apparent that he
muter applications.
each freshman class receive this experience. was referring to the capital campaign.
The Public Relations office is also making
extensive efforts to promote BC nationally.
Fr. Monan summed it up neatly when he
Besides aiding the admissions program.
Eddie Miller, who has been Director of PR
Assistant Director James McGahay thinks told the Heights, "A large institution like
for one year, had extensive contacts in the
that fund raising is an indirect responsibility Boston College depends, for its long term
national sports media after being Sports Inof the Alumni Office, he told the Heights. viability, not merely on its ability to meet
formation Director at BC for a number of
"We are obliged to provide programs which annual costs with annual revenues, but it
will keep alumni interested in BC. Obviously must be able to meet capital needs over a
years. Miller feels that his sports contacts
period of time."
have aided him greatly in his efforts to meet
one of our hopes is that, although we are not
directly involved in fund raising, if we do our
the appropriate education people in the
The work that is being done at BC to imjob well, the university will eventually prove the quality of education and the work
national media.
benefit through financial and moral supbeing done by various offices to spread the
Miller had this to say regarding BC's export."
work of these improvements is designed to
panding reputation, "I think the name of
The development of the university's secure BC's future in the face of stiff comBoston College has gone across the country
resources is a crucial objective if the effort to petition from public education and predicto a much greater degree than it did during
the 50's and 60s. We're trying to attract
improve BC's reputation is to be successful. tions of declining enrollments. Manyprivate
students from all 50 states and a number of
Two of the most flagrant of BC's deficiencolleges are being forced to shut down each
cies are the toally inadequate libraries and year. BC was fortunate in that it had never
foreign countries and I think we've been
the lack of a theater. These are expensive attempted to serve a broad national market
pretty successful. It takes a numberof years
items which, unlike dormitories, do not pay
and thereforehad somewhere to go.
to build up a national reputation. We are doIf Boston College's affairs continue to be
for themselves. The university will have to
ing it. We "haven't done it as completely yet
obtain the money for these items from
well managed and the most is made of opas we'd like, but we are getting there. Cersources other than the students.
portunities such as the acquisition of Newtainly, excellence in academics is the best
Boston College has not been in a capital ton College, it is unlikely that BC will suffer
way t« do it."
fund raising posture since 1965 when it immensely from the competition of public
Miller cited the move of the law school to
needed capital for the construction of education, in fact there is no reason to
Newton, the promotion of Margaret Dwyer
buildings on middle campus. The extent of assume that it will be anything but
to Vice President, last year's Jesuit stateits fund raising has been the annual camsuccessful in its new role.
ment, the Ky controversy and the Notre

"Boston College must recruit primarily from
the socio-economic group that can afford
private education. This has resulted in BC's
becoming an upper middle class institution."

Tom
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part, forgotten. Many of the skits started off

LAMPOTNHEISHOW

BO'eConH
Tl aunted
Satanists from the Heights, breath a sigh

of relief. The witch-hunt is over; a place has

been chosen for the meeting of the occult.
O'Connell House will once again host this
most festive event of the season.
On October 31st covens decked in masquerade attire will descend on the famous
grand hall to celebrate the ritual known as
All Hallow's Eve (Halloween). From 9PM
?to 2AM the convention will transpire.
Lethal potions of hot spiced cider will be
served at no charge and mixed drinks may
be purchased for a pittance. And while the
body is becoming insensitive to pain, one
may peck at popcorn, peanuts, and candy.
Bonfires fed by animal skulls, bones, and
teeth will be ablaze in O'Connell's
fireplaces, around which all can shimmy,
two step, or waltz to conjure up their evil
spirits. The sounds of John Lincoln Wright
and the Sour Mash Boys will echo through
the hallways.
With witches lurking everywhere and wild
imaginations on end, a Tall Tale Teller will
stir up an epidemic of paranoia. In a
quavery voice she will invite spirits of the
dead to join the covenent.
Of course amidst all this bloodthirsty activity, the gorey rituals of apple dunking and
pumpkin carving will be celebrated.
Subsequently the highlight of the night
will be calling hours on vampire Dracula.
Just off the grand hall he will be laid out in a
borrowed pine box. All are asked to pay
their respects.

Warlocks and crones, get your broom
sticks in gear. All are invited. Tickets may
be purchased at
Ticket Booth
for a mere six dollars a couple.
Tony Giuffrida

Revue

* * *

by Robert McGrath
Five years ago two graduating editors of
the Harvard Lampoon decided to continue

publishing their satirical eloquence for a
national audience and thereby avoid the
trauma of having to find a real job. With
amazing wit and orginality, the pair (who
went under the alias of Doug Kenney and
Henry Beard) named their new publication
The National Lampoon. Given the basic
sickness, horniness and dumbness of the
average American adolescent, they hoped to

Ferranti Dege Stores
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make a quick million and retire to Costa
Rica.
Now with our bicentenial less than half a
year away, the National Lampoon has
become as American as Twenty First Century Communications, the corporation of
which it is now a subsidiary. Swift might
turn in his grave, but satire has become big
business. There are Nat'l Lamp tee shirts,
posters, records and even a short-lived radio
show. There was also an off-Broadway comedy called "Lemmings" (which was a well
received satiric take off on Woodstock).
Their current project is a revue called the
National Lampoon Show touring
throughout the country. It was this presentation that appeared before a packed house at
the Rathskeller last Tuesday night.
Those familar with the magazine will
already have an idea of the type of material
presented by the revue's intrepid six person
cast. For those who are not, let it suffice to
say that barbs are hurled at everyone from
Patti "The Tania girl" Hearst to basketball
star Bill Bradley to Eyewitness News. And,
as in the case with the magazine, there is a
heavy slant toward the sexual nature of their
subjects.
The show opened with all of the cast singing a very soulful spiritual called "We don't
give a Shit" and from there dissolved into a
series of skits. Among the highlights was
Charles Colson, Jeb Magruder, and Clifford
Irving being depicted as singing the "Prison
Farm Blues" while dressed in cardigan
sweaters and twirling golfirons. Also amusing was their impression of Tom Synder interviewing the author of a book which
claims that the Georgia Prison System "was
taking 'negraaa' prisoners and compressing
them into cubes to be used to pave air force
runways (we used the white prisoners as lane
markings)." In another scene, the cast
members walked onstage with a plant and
threatened to torture and kill it unless a
dollar was paid immediately. A conscientious UGBC cabinet member in attendance
promptly delivered the ransom and watched
as the bill was burned by the actor-much to
the delight of the audience. Yes Tania, even
revolutionary action is funny
Yet, despite some genuinely good satire
the show was for the most part, a disappointment. Not to say that it did not make
this reviewer and the audience laughbecause it did. However, it was the type of
laughterin which the cause was, for the most

well enough, such as the one entitled "The
Rhoda Tyler Moore Show" but they quickly
slipped into quite obvious humor that
seemed to be aimed more at the crotch than
the ahead. This tended to negate the
possibilities o£any true satire. A Ford press
conference, complete with Hunter S.
Thompson and a radical high school
reporter from Our Lady of the Conception
by The Turnpike and the Rapist
Game?(Contestant: "Rapist 1 how would
you describe rapist 2?") were funny enough
concepts that simply were not carried
through by their content. In essence. The
National Lampoon Show could be said to be
an American Mont(v Python ?if all
Americans were fifteen, had acne and were
always in heat.
The limited success of the show, however,
cannot be blamed on the cast. Both the comic timing and musical abilities of the actors
and actresses were excellent. Particularly
noteworthy was the performance by
Meatloaf (his real name) whose comic stage
presence is like that of a male Conchata
Ferrell, (Obie award winning star of Hot
L Baltimore. South Bronx native Barry
Diamond was simply marvelous in the section where he played the quintessential
N.Y. cab driver who greets tourists with:
"Hey, welcome to the shit house capital of
the world!" When The Heights asked Diamond, who had been working around New
York as a stand up comedian, how he got
the part, he mentioned something about oral
intercourse with the producer as the sure fire
way to be a star.

?

Perhaps the biggest saving grace of the
production is the musical score by James
Steinman. His lyrics are witty and sharp,
and his piano work ranging from Alan Price
pop to Springsteen Jersey rock underscores
the stage action very effectively. He has
already written music for a number of
Joseph Papp productions in N.Y. and is
definitely a composer to be watched.
v
Overall, the show comes off much like its
namesake publication: post pubescent
humor with flashes ofsatiricalbrillance. It is
not "something completely different" nor
does it turn one into a newt, but with stron
performances by the cast, The National
Lampoon Show does succeed in being funny.
Too bad they can't sustain their humor.
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to be a sex goddess and not a human being.

by Mark J. Bly

BACK,RDER?
MIN
YOU
WHEN
EDR

That shows you how things have changed."
The remaining characters include
Sparger, an actor whose obsession with
critical acclaim and public success embroils
him in a miserable discontent most of his
life. He admits not being able to adapt to the
present: we are "sea creatures poisoned by
grime and such." He himself, was surrounded by an absurdist conglomeration of
starving actors in his younger days; the
clown Buffo who first admits him to the
world of coffeehouse performances later
hacks himself to death with an ax upon stage
in a hysteria over the death of his male lover
and his heroin habit. Sparger calls himself
"a child with diarrhea" he dreads yet can't
hold back this "memory hemorrahage," this
"attack of truth" which is leading to death.
Don Parker does well in the running
monologue format of the professional comic. His thick speil of words rush out loaded
in description and charged with cynicism.
Yet this character'sfailure seems more of an
enigma; his powers of articulation,his poise,
his insight into people tend to color him as
too intelligent to submerge himself among
the motley assemblage of despairing
associates.

Last week, the Boston Repertory Theatre
Company presented the off-beat 'comic
thriller, When You Comin Back Red Ryder?,
at the Garage in Harvard Square. The New
York award winning play by Mark Medoff,
takes place in an all night diner in Southern
Mexico where six people are terrorized and
humiliated by a modern day desperado.
The title of the play refers not only to the
comic strip cowboy Red Ryder, but to a
character in the play as well. Stephen, who
prefers to be called Red Ryder, is a walking
anachronism. This skinny youth living in the
late 1960's wears tight, black slacks, has
greased hair, and boasts a tatoo on his arm
that says "Born Dead." He works the
graveyard shift in the diner and hates every
minute of it. Stephen dreams of quitting his
mundane job and hitching to Baton Rouge
where he has' been promised a job as a
waiter.
The play opens with Stephen chatting
with his dayshift replacement, Angel, a shy,
overweight waitress. Angel wears a gold
wedding ring which her father had given her
before he had left for places unknown, never
to return. She leads a simple life, living with
her mother and working fulltime at the
diner.On weekends, Angel watches Bonanza
with Lyle, the town cripple who owns a gas
station-motel. Angel lives in a make-believe
world for she daydreams constantly that
someday, someone will marry her.
Throughout the first act, a number of people wander into the diner: Lyle arrives for
his breakfast of steak and eggs; Richard and
Clarisse, a young couple heading for New
Orleans in their Cadillac stop at the diner
for breakfast as well; and another couple,
enter, Teddy a sadistic dope runner and his
docile, scantily clad girl friend Cheryl. Teddy establishes his authority over the others
by menancing all of them with his revolver
and acidic tongue. At one point, Teddy
shoots Richard in the arm and then
threatens to break Clarisse's $11,000 violin.
Later, Teddy forces Stephen-"Red Ryder"
to re-enact a cowboy fantasy. Stephen is
debased by Teddy when Teddy forces him to
ride around the room like Red Ryder. Teddy

A young man himself, Michael Sacks, a

KENNEDY'S
CHILDREN
by Mary Kate Guilfoile

"Kennedy's Children" are the most recent
breed of our nation's youth, spawned within
the turbulence of the sixties. Coming of age
in a tumultuous era of violent
assassinations, manic super-star worship,
embroiling protest movements, and the
cauldron of Vietnam, it is little wonder that
the children of the sixties have lost their innocence. Startling the decade with their
aggressive dynamism, now the cult has been
diminished to a group of embittered death
seekers slumped along bar stools in Richard
Patrick's newly opened play of the above
name. Whatever idealism these "Kennedy's
Children" formerly possessed has been
sapped by a stark reality assaulting them
this bleak Valentine's Day: 1974?the
realization that their myths and movements
have launched them to no greater purpose or
end than mere disillusionment. Four of the
five occupants of the lowerEast Side bar cry
out in voices choking with cynacism,
hysteria, outrage, and withdrawal, "I have
been taken!"
The spirit behind the playwright himself
rises indomitable, however. For 38 year old
Robert Patrick, a man of T-shirts and few
pretensions, the decade of the sixties was
spent not in vehement protest nor illusory
hero worship. He worked at creating some
130off-off Broadwayproductions and paved
the way for his first Broadway booking,
"Kennedy's Children." In a recent Boston
Globe interview, Patrick describes the
drama as a probe into the legacy left by the
sixties?that litter of shattered movements
and myths. The heros we clung to have been
stilled with the swiftness of a bullet tearing
through President Kennedy's head, and with
the creeping torpor of a handful of sleeping
tablets ingested into the body of Marilyn

Monroe.

Patrick's central characters verbally
document the events of the decade as they
touch upon personal reminiscences. Like a
group of static mannequins, the five are
scattered woodenly in their seats, selfobsessed and unaware of the bar's other occupants. Each in turn steps into the
foreground to deliver his soliloquy of personal experiences linked with historical
truth. There is no reaction among the five.
As if programmed, once the prior speaker
has finished, like a motley joyless parade,
each character repeatedly rises in turn
centerstage and adds revelations to his
segmented diary. Conversational exchanges
never intrude into their separate vacuums,
for most of the characters are too sunken
into personal despair to share Hie pain of
anyone else's disillusionment.

Rona, played superbly by Kauilani Lee, is
the protest movement groupie, latching
herself to every collective catalyst of revolution. With a wild vehemence she explodes
across the stage, marching and protesting as
she did in the sixties.Citing her involvement
in the chronology of political eruptions, her
hair streams across her face and her arms
thrust skyward. She is defiant, until she
recognized the loss of her own soul and body
to marches, Leary-worship, demonstrations,
drugs, draft evasions, sex, Haight-Ashbury,
civil rights, the Democratic convention,
Woodstock. She has heard all around her
puzzled voices, "Why are we marching?"
The answer comes from within their midst,
bitter and frustrated: "We've been marching
since we were babies and all we've done is
make Jane Fonda famous."

A second dynamic performance is Shirley
Knight's portrayal of Carla, a prostitute and
actress who yearns to fill the void of the
movie screen occasioned by Marilyn
Monroe's suicide. As a girl Carla envisioned
herself a sex queen, "luring love to drive
men on." As an actress she learns she has
entered a market in which she bargains not
her beauty, but her body. She hates the
prostitution of her life and feelings, "what,
happened to me and everyone else" in the
"goddamn Sixties." Her shattered myth disfigures her self pride, the realization that she
is just one of "50 million people exactly like
me," "eager available meat" with "one
overweaning ambition: to be the next
Marilyn Monroe." The actress flaunts her
sultriness, fluffing her mane of blond hair,
assuming an alluring pose. But Carta's expression remains cynical and hard. "People
laughed when Marilyn Monroe wanted to be
a human being and not a sex godess. I want

recent Harvard student, perhaps can truly

empathize with the role of Mark, a youth
whose impressionable mind is overwhelmed
by the devastating indoctrination of opposing authority figures. Subjected to the
Viet Nam horrors, he philosophically
attempts to come to grips with the alternating forces ofhis friend Chick, his mother,
and his government, all of which threaten to
dissect his yet unwavering conscience. Mark
paces the stage nervously, his eyes are wide
and staring and never relaxed. His words are
incantatory, pleading for approval first from
his mother, from Chick, from Buddha. He
phrases his thoughts as internal debates, yet,
whichever decision he musters from his
depths stands to torment him in his indecision.
The final character is Wanda, played with
lumbering solidity by Barbara
Montgomery. It is beyond this critic's understanding as to why this large maternal
schoolteacherchose to correct papers in the
atmosphere of a bar. My explanationfor her
presence is that she also has a myth to carry
her along in the present, as do the other
characters of the play. She is a believer in
the perfection of President Kennedy and his
First Lady. Her memory is logged with
newspaper accuracy as to all details concerning his assassination, the trivia of his personal tastes, his love for the Camelot legend.
In Wanda's eyes, Kennedy and his wife
emanated an aura of ideal virtue; he was a
martyr to the American nation. His story is
"almost the same" as that of Christ.
Kennedy and his world of hope and promise
cut short so abruptly must necessarily remain untarnished in the eyes of Wanda, for
his world has been transformed into her
Camelot. Admittedly his potential accomplishments have been buried along with
his body, but she refuses to let his life and
meaning lie fallow and forgotten. Her very
existence in the present is nurtured by
memories she will not part with.
a

Exclusive Repor

spares no one, as he even tells the wallflower
Angel that it is not likely she will ever
marry. By the time Teddy leaves and the
captives are rescued by Clark the owner of
the diner, all of their lives have been
profoundly changed.
Ronald Hunter who appeared through the
courtesy of Actor's Equity Association
played Teddy as a psychopath with a sardonic sense of humor. His Teddy is
frightening unpredictable and yet comparatively sympathetic at times, particularly
when he laments the loss of such heroes as
the Lone Ranger and the Red Ryder.
As Stephen Ryder, Pierre Vuilleumier
was for the most part adequate,although his
portrayal was marked by an excessive
amount of posturing and mugging. Dorothy
Meyer as Angel was appropriatelyshy and
demure, but was unfortunately handicapped
by a directorial decision. Meyers is not normally an obese person, and so the director
Ted Kazanoff elected to have her padded in
the leg and torso regions. The padded effect
lacks authenticity and should have been corrected by the director. Richard, as played by
David Zucker is too low key and lackluster
in nature. Virginia Feingold as Clarisse gave
an uneven performance at best. Throughout
most of the play her performance was grossly underplayed, devoid ofenergy. Fortunately, this changed toward the end of the play
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when she gave birth to a fiery salvo of expletives toward Teddy. At this point in the
play, Feingold exhibits an energy level
dramatically that is perfect for the
tempestuous tirade she directs at Teddy. The
remaining cast members, Gerald Bernstein
as Lyle, Susan Palmer-Persen as Cheryl,
and Joseph Wilkens as Clark the dinerowner, gavecreditable performances in their
respective roles.
The set by Jon Trzaska is exacting in its
verisimilitude: a juke box that plays C&W
music, grey, dirt streaked windows, and a
counter surrounded by rotating stools. The
diner even srnelled greasy, especially when
Angel from time to timeserved up steak and
eggs over the counter.
Ted Kazanofrs direction of the play was
effective for the most part, particularly in
his handling of the pacing. His production
moves well, building in dramatic intensity
from beginning to end. He blends black
humor and graphic brutality in such a way
that the play never becomes melodramatic.
The production is largely a success
because of Ronald Hunter's portrayal of
Teddy. The Boston Repertory Company,
with the exception of Hunter, is amateur in
status, but it should be pointed out that the
quality of this production certainly belies
that distinction.

'Mysterious A Iment' Strikes BC Students
by Michael lanzito

Copyright 1975 The Heights
The Heights has learned that a great
number of lower campus resident students
have been receiving medical treatment for
physical ailments which, to date, have only
been described as "of mysterious orgin."*
Upon completion of a lengthy and complex
investigation of the perplexing
phenomenom, The Heights has gained cad*
elusive evidence that the cause of these
medical disorders evolves from constant use
of whatBC students have come to call "The
i
Higgins Staircase."
The "Staircase", erected in 1965 lies
directly parallel to the Higgins Science
Building, and is used daily by hundreds of
lower campus students going to and fronr
classes on the middlecampus. It is a massive
121 step granite structure constructed

hrough the immense ledge which faces
VlcHugh Forum and it is the major access to
ill middlecampus buildings.
- Harmful effects of the stairway first came
o The Heights'attention shortly after oc;upation of the Modular housing complexin
1970. A notable number of Mod residents
lad begun to report to the BC infirmary
:om plaining of extreme fatigue and nausea
luring the first weeks of classes. Unable to
:jjjlain the malady, Infirmary doctors finaly, diagnosedthe fatigue as originating from
Dyer-use of the nearby athleticfacilities. The
lausea, they stated, was caused by an unsasiness with living together in a group ofsix
people and "too much experimentingin the
dtchen." The patients then were advised to
'ease up on the sports and fancy foods" and
!vere given a generous supply of Triamini:ian and Robitussin.
Jn following years, even though a great

Wanda's distinction from the other
characters is that her dream or myth is never
revealed to her in its tarnished state. She
believes strongly that his death has been in
vain unless all who believe in him go out and
accomplish what he began in bringing people togetherin goodwill. Wanda would seem
to be the optimistic element at the play's
conclusion, yet she never activates her myth
into constructive action as we see her in the
bar. Although her teaching of the disturbed
children may be regarded as such carrying
on of Kennedy's mission, Wanda does not
take the ultimate step of breaking the isolation within the bar. She does not turn to any
of the other four characters and extend a
hand or a smile as Kennedy may have

?

?

.

.

.

.

.

.

desired.
When the bar lights dim in late eyeing,
and the four other characters have vanished
alone into the empty black night, Wanda
alone remains in the bar. Is she the ultimate
source of hope? From the jukebox Don
McClean's "American Pie" swells loudly,
weaving among the deserted black and silver
stools, mourning the passing of each in- "Stairway to Heaven?" The Higgins Staircase
dividual's Camelot.
effects upon lower campus residents.

amount of similarly afflicted students informed the doctors that they followed strict
diets and "never exercised," the standard
diagnosis continued and the question of
another contributing factor was never considered.
Thus, the situation remained until the
beginning of the 1975 academic year when
students began occupancy of the newlyconstructed Reservoir Dorms. Health Unit
files reflect that during the week of
September 22, nearly a hundred cases of the
same "nausea and fatigue ailment" were
reported from students residing in both the
Modulars and Reservoir Dormitories.
Interestingly enough, not one complaint was
received from upper campus or Hillside
residents. Noting the increasing numbers of Health Unit officials remove stricken BC coed from her modular apartment.
the "mysterious lower-campus disorder,"
the Infirmary immediately responded with
the addition of "Dimetapp" tablets to their floor clutching their stomachs .since I've as saying, "Sure, we're aware of it, we've
moved off campus though, I feel like a new been working on the problem for about six
grouping ofcorrective medication.
years, now, and it looks like we're finally
Further investigation of the situation man ."
evoked some varied responses from those
When asked whether he felt the "Higgins hitting upon a solution. In a matter of
students who reported to the Health Unit for
Staircase" mights have had anything to do months, BC is going to begin to install a
treatment. Michael J. McMurphy (A&S
with his condition, the student stated, "Of system of gondolas that will run the length
'76), a Reservoir resident, described the course it was those f \u25a0 ing stairs! I of the staircase approximately 10 feet off the
mean, after climbing those things every day, ground
nature of his ailment: "It's terrible (the dis."
order) it's like a snake has wrapped itself
you don't have to be a college graduate to
When asked whether the solution just
around my neck and is cutting off all the air
figure out what's doing it to you! Hell, by
continue that certain "queasiness"
might
mean,
I
I
come
back
my
lungs.
my
to
to
the time I'd reach the top, I'd be ready to
which the residents have been experiencing,
apartment, and I literally collapse on my
keel over .that thing can kill you!"
nothing that
mattress
it's that bad ."
A number of Reservoir and Modular he remarked, "Heck, it ain't
Jill Callucci (SOM '77), whoresides in the residents who had not appeared at the the infirmary won't be able to take care
Modulars, depicted her physical state in
Health Unit were also contacted and were 0f..."
more vivid terms: "For five straight weeks,
asked how they managed to escape the
And so it goes. Until the new cable car
now, I've been coming home at night and
"lower campus disorder." As it turned out,
system is installed, students suffering the
puking my guts out!"
the majority was quite aware of the afflicA former Modular resident, who prefers
tion and responded with such answers as: above-stated "Staircase Symptoms" should
to remain un-named, provided some in"As the saying goer ?'once bitten twice shy' immediately discontinue use of the Higgins
teresting reflections upon his previous year
I used to climb up those things, but no more! staircase and seek out alternate routes to the
on lower campus. "It was absolute hell-I
Nowadays, I walk up Beacon Street to get middle campus. Medical experts at Boston
would come home after classes and be total.it may be longer, but City Hospital warn that prolonged usage of
to Middle Campus,
ly wasted. After I was done getting sick, I'd
the current facilities will lead to severe herit's a heckuva lot safer."
and possible brain damage.
morrhaging
feel so tired that I'd be dead to the world for
others
to
replied?"l
quit
going
Still
the rest of the night.
classes!"
Corrective therapy is now being offered
"My roommates felt the same way, too.
Boston College's Physical Plant was apand those lower campus residents who feel
In fact, our whole Mod, after a while,
started looking like some kind of epileptic proached and asked whether they had that they might be afflicted should imward. Hell, I'd open the door and Jhere'd be knowledge of the existing situation. A mediatly contact The Heights for further
spokesman from the department was quoted information.
five guys writhing around on the living room
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Youth for Life

20, 1975

Library Caper

To the Editor,
To the Editor:
In reference to the Heights' new The libraray caper pulled off so
twist on an old policy of printin successfully by members of The
abortion ads, Mass. Youth For Life, Heights staff this past week was
Boston College chapter, would like proof of how easy it is to steal books
to place a strong objection. If out of Bapst. Of course it is easy.
slavery were legal in Massachusetts The foundation of a free library, of
would the Heights print ads of slave any library is in the belief that
auctions and still contend that it knowledge is in the interest of the
didn't support slavery? The whole common good. The system by which
idea that you can print abortion ads that belief is carried out is one built
and still not support abortion is a on trust. It is in faith that books are
Gordion's (sic) knot of illogic that loaned, in faith they will be cared
can only be unraveled by some kind for, in faith that they will be
of wizard (perhaps the Heights has returned. They belong to all of us.
A library is a service institution.
one on its staff). The fact that you
are willing to place ads which solicit Bapst library exists to serve the
for the activity of killing the unborn academic community of Boston
places you decidedly on the side of College and it is to service that
the peddlers of death. Please be ad- employee energy as directed. Cirvised that if you do not revoke your culation assistants check out books
new "old" policy that we will do not so much for security reasons as
what we feel is necessary to cause its for control
to insure the
end.
availability of a book for use by the
Yours in life,
next person. The signs at all exits
David J. Mullen
respectfully request that all users of
Chairman, Mass. Youth
the library offer their briefcases (or
For Life, BC chapter
back-packs) for inspection. Doing
?

SCUBA
27 hours of lecture and pool work
All equipment supplied
Starts Nov. 2 and runs for 6 weeks
Murray Conference Rm. at 4:30 on 21st

so is a gesture of courtesy on the were made with the Massachusetts
part of the user to aid the library in Internship Office to identify five setprotecting the availability of its tings in which students would be
research resources from those who placed in groups of four. Direct
underestimate the value and need of professional level supervision was to
such a collection.
be provided by specifically idenThe experiment conducted by the tified persons in each setting. The
Heights was thoughtlessly executed part-time faculty member would, 1)
as it unwittingly placed employees visit each agency bi-weekly to
of Bapst Library in a position over review with the supervisor and stuwhich they have no control. Are dent the experience and any
they to be held responsible for problems encountered, 2) organize a
deliberate thievery? The experiment seminar with the field supervisors to
does not point out the inadequacyof examine issues in the organization,
the security system
such as it is delivery and evaluation of services
(short of a frisk).
provided by the cooperating agenIt points out the flaunting dis- cies, and 3) organize a departmental
respect and irresponsibility of that seminar, drawing on faculty
portion of Boston College unwilling resources, to assist students in their
to cooperate in a system based on examination of theories and
trust.
research germane to the social and
Jill Piatt
psychological problems "treated" in
Reference Assistant
the field settings.
We had assumed that participants
Bapst Library
pay tuition for a full
would
Internships
semester. Thus, 20 students per
To the Editor:
Although I support the general semester would generate $60,000 inposition advanced by Maureen
?

Hennessey, regarding internships
and field experience, I was a bit unnerved by her description of the
program proposed by the Department of Psychology. Such confusions, if allowed to stand, may in
fact serve to delay eventual implementation.
It would appear from the
editorial that we had proposed to
award 12 credits for field internships and 3 credits for an
associated faculty
and studentconducted seminar. In fact, we
planned to offer 6 credits to seniors
for the field work (although this
might be increased to 9 for any
juniors allowed to participate)and 3
credits for each of two seminars
neither of which was to be offered
jointlywith students.
The equivalent of a half-time
faculty position was requested to insure an integrated, well planned
total experience. Arrangements
?

?

Call:
862-6969

662-7314

come each year
far more than
would be required to support the
program. If, however. University
policy dictates that no tuition
should be paid for field work, then
of course these calculations are in
error.
I urge that the question be closely
examined, for there seem to be
precedents suggesting that the
policy is at best ambiguous. I
assume that student teachers, nursing students in clinical settings, and
social work students in the second
year field work , all pay tuition. It is
true that these are all professional
schools, but it is by no means clear
that this provides any truly defensible rationale for a different A S
position. I cannot help but have the
feeling that if the financial obstacles
can be overcome, our proposal
might be regarded more favorably.
?

Sincerely,
Norman H. Berkowitz, Ph.D.
Chairman, Psychology Department

Commentary

More Conservative Trend?
by Robert McGrath
There was a small item in the
Globe a number of weeks ago. It
stated Army ROTC had decided to
lift the ban preventing its cadets
from attending classes at universities which had dropped the
program during the Viet Nam war.
The story went on to say that
"among those schools are Boston
Univ Boston College, Tufts Univ.
and Harvard."
Another news item, this time
from The Heights. It's the annual
call to students not to takeback the
four dollar Mass PIRG fee. The
plea goes on to list all the
worthwhile things PIRG does from
its Small Claims Court Orientation
to campaigning for a Mass, law that
would make returnablebottles man-

datory.
Final news item. A rally is called
at Newton to ask the BC Board of
Trustees to delay a vote on the tuition increase. A grand sum of thirty
students show up.
But we must turn back to the
everyday reality of a BC undergraduates. As they pass a
Marine Corps recruiting table in
McElroy on their way to recover
their PIRG fee, they notice an old
Heights lying on the ground and
think "Wow, man, the tuition is going up." And lafer on, as they sip on
a beer (bought of course with their
PIRG money) the leading topics of
conversation range from "They
ought to bounce Yucika," to "Yea
(continued on page 11)

"They are Popeye and Olive Oyl locked in

Passionate COmbat."-Vincent Canby, The New York Times
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American Studies Program Interdisciplinary Major
by Larry Levine
The Boston College American
Studies Association (BCASA) is
sponsoring a social gathering for administrators, faculty and students
this Friday at 8:00 p.m. at Haley
House.
This is the American Studies
Association's first major,
university-wide activity of the 1975-76 school year. The purpose of the
event is to provide a comfortable
\u25a0 and relaxed atmosphere in which
students, faculty and alumni with an
interest in the American Studies
program can meet to share ideas
and develop smaller, more
specialized interest groups.
The American Studies program
at Boston College offers interdepartmental study which leads to
Bachelor's and Master's degrees in
American Studies. Both courses of
study consist of a concentration in
English, History, Sociology or

been in effect for a number of years. i writing, are responsive to individual
a needs and preferences, and inIt features two core course
spon- troduce the student to crossseminar and colloquium
sored by the departments of English disciplinary methods. The
and History, as well as a chance to American Studies Programs" could
do independent research and an MA be a valuable alternative for people
who are devoted to studies in
essay.
Both programs are designed to humanities and social sciences, and
give the student experiencein more who might benefit from a Liberal
than one discipline of study, en- Arts degree which could provide
courage independent research and greater flexibility in seeking
?

?

employment and further academic Studies at any of the participating
and professional study.
departments. Professors Lawson
Among the events planned for (history), Guillemin (sociology),
this year, the American Studies Schlozman (political science) and
Association will offer a career Hobbs (English) and professor Tate
counseling workshop, led by John (English), are departmental
Steele of the BC Placement Office. representatives on the American
For additional information about Studies Committee.
either graduate or undergraduate Larry Levine is a spokesperson
programs, pick up a copy of the for the BC American Studies
Boston College Guide to American Association.

WCAS Avoids Sale toReligious GroupAgain

Political Science and a related

minor field.
The undergraduate major for
students who would like to pursue
an interdisciplinary approach to
American culture, began this
semester.

The Graduate MA program has

by John Clark

Wickus Island Broadcasters
have apparently been defeated
by Cambridge based citizens
groups in their attempt to acquire Cambridge progressive
rock station WCAS and to substitute four hours of daily syndicated religious programming.
Wickus Island applied to the
FCC for ownership of the station last spring stipulating that
they intended to carry religious
programming, after verbally
assuring the citizens' group as
well as the Cambridge City
Council that they wouldn't alter
the present WCAS folk-rock

BC Handicapped Organize

by Rene Franks and Mary MacVean
The Handicapped Student
Orientation and Assistance
Program (HSOAP), comprised
of six students, has been
organized to aid the adjustment
of handicapped students to life
at BC.
Stephen Breen, a handicapped
student and a member of
HSOAP, said, "Physical
barriers are the biggest problem
because BC is sol old. My
problem is mobility. HSOAP is
attempting to pick up where admissions leaves off. It is an
attempt to have,students, working with incoming handicapped

students throughout their
educational career."
Breen will represent handicapped students on the
University Handicapped Committee. The committee, chaired
by Dean of Students Edward J.
Hanrahan, S.J., interviews each
prospective handicapped student
to ascertain individual needs.
Hanrahan said, "BC basically
is seriously committed to offering every opportunity to handicapped students. We are
dedicated to provide such things
as readers for the blind and
transportation for those confined to a wheelchair."

«%

format.
Kaiser Broadcasting, the
station's current owner, has been
trying to sell the station for the
past two years. Wickus Island
Broadcasters are the second
Evangelistic group which has
tryed to purchase the station. In
early 1974, Family Broadcasting
Inc. attempted to buy the station
and transform it into a listener
supproted religious operation.
Citizens'groups collected 12,000
signatures opposing that sale
and the Cambridge Ctiy Council
voted to keep Family Broadcasting out of the city. Their
application was withdrawn in
May 1974.
In October 1974 a tentative
agreement was reached with
Wickus Island Inc., a Maine
based operation which owns
several religious stations and
which records and distributes
syndicated religious programming. Somerville comedian

David Misch, who led the
citizens groups during both
sales, uncovered evidence that
Wickus Island, had been offering air time at WCAS to various
religious organizations at the
same time that they were
promising not to alter the
station's format. Wickus Island
also claimed their religious
shows would be unique to the
area, although, 14 of their 16

programs are already being aired on Boston's religious outlet,
WRYT.

Faced with the threat of a civil
court action by Misch's groups,

based on what Misch claims
were "misrepresentations of
facts," Wickus has unofficially
withdrawn from the sale.
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PIATfGNUM ITALIC
SET
Contains afountain pen,five
italic nibs, and instruction
manual, afl foronly ff.00...
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A limited number of
student Rush Seats at $1
each will be on sale from
2prr to 3 pm in Sanders Theatre.

2 bucks off.

A delicious Sirloin Steak
plus
golden brown French Fries
plus
1frosty pitcher of beer
plus
all the salad you want to make.
Steak, pitcher of beer and more. Now only $3.95.
Sunday through Thursday, with this ad

1. Fill a glass with nice, clean snow.
(White only, please.)
2. Add Cuervo Gold Especial.
3. See it turn yellow?
4. Put a straw in and drink.
5. If snow is unavailable, use crushed ice.
Or, forget the snow, and justput a straw
in the bottle. Or forget the straw and
just pour some Gold in a glass. Or just
have some water. Must we make
all these decisions for you?

i

EMERSONS"
Cocktails, wine and beer available.

Expires 12/75. Not good with other discounts or promotions.

JOSE CUERVO' TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
© 1975, HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN.

IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY

BC

Frapaingham- 1280 Worcester Road (Route 9)?879-5102
Peabody- Routes 1 & 128N?535-0570
Newton? 1114 Beacon Street at 4 Comers?96s-3530
Lawrence ?7s Winthrop Avenue (Route 114)?687-1191
Randolph-493 High Street (Routes 28 & 128)?986-4466
East Providence? l94o Pawtucket Avenue (Routes 44 and 1-A) ?434-6660
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November 20 Food Fast Day
by Christine Bresnahan
planned for this year by the Boston
Nearly half a billion people are College World Hunger Committee.
suffering from some form of
The Fast Day, scheduled for Nov.
hunger: 10.000 of them will die of 20, will be much, "the same as last
starvation each week in Africa, Asia year's Fast Day," according to Greg
and Latin America.
Kehoe, a spokesman for the comTime (1111-74)
mittee. The BC community will be
urged to skip one or all of the day's
A Fast Day to raise money to aid meals, and to donate the money
the hungry is one of the events normally spent on food. The Fast
Day is sponsored nationwide, on
Nov. 20, by OXFAM. The money
raised at BC will aid OXFAM's
agricultural development projects
throughout the world.
takes an
Tables will be set up in McElroy
and
various places around campus,
Investigative look
where people will be able to sign up
at
for the fast, as well as turn in their
money.
"Is B.C. Phasing
"We haven't made an arrangeOut the Commuter?"
ment yet with BC's food service,"

The
'Eagle's Eye'

Wednesday 7:00 pm
WZBC 90.3 FM
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RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AYE., § 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.
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"Foam RubberIs Our Business

'

FOAM RUBBER

AND POLYURETHANE FOAM & OACRON

For Every Purpose
CUT TO ANY SIZE «. SHAPE
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

C Discount Prices^
MATTRESSES-CUSHIONS-BOLSTERS
PILLOWS PADS SHREDDED

imported
DANISH DESIGN
FURNITURE

hopes students on the meal plan will
be able to sign up for the fast, and
have BC donate the amount normally spent feeding these students.
According to Kehoe, the committee plans to have a series of films
and speakers throughout the day to
inform people about the world
hunger crisis. According to
literature published by OXFAM,
the Fast Day is an attempt to
"establish awareness in America...
of food shortages," as well as to
raise money for hunger relief.
"One thing the World Hunger
Committee doesn't want to happen,
said Kehoe, "is after the Fast Day
to let everything die. We hope to
have ah ongoing program to keep
people informed," about the world
hunger problem.

Monogamy

Changing Norms of .<s

\

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.

said Kehoe, but the committee

Sexuality

in America J

jr

of

Open Lecture andForum
Fr. Paul Shanley

conducted by (minister to Sexual Minorities
in the Archdiocese of Boston)

"The world is too small for the holds open meetings on Thursdays
to be isolationist any more," at 12:00 in Murray House. All are
said Kehoe. "The American people welcome.
have to realize that they can't go on
consuming 2200 lbs. of grain a Photo
year." The current American outMeet
put of grain, according to an article
in The People (9-74), would feed an
extra 600 million people in the
world.
The World Hunger Committee

U.S.

Staff

4:00 O'Clock
Height

Human Sexuality
Course Begins
by John Clark

The Human Sexua4ity
Seminar will be starting on
Tuesday, October 28, and will
continue for the following six
weeks. The seminar will feature
a series of lectures by
professional speakers each week
which will be followed by question and and answer sessions.
Numerous topics ranging from
birth control to homosexuality
will be discussed and a special
feature on sexual stereotyping is
scheduled for the final meeting.
Informative films will also

highlight some of the gettogethers.
Students who are interested in
participating may sign up
betwen now and October 24, at
the McElroy Foyer, and Campion 301 anytime during the
day, as well as the Lyons
cafeteria from 8 until 10 every
morning. You may also sign up
in the Rathskeller evenings.
Further information may be obtained from Eugene Taylor at
the counseling office of the
School of Education.

SPIRO COIFFEURS
901 Walnut St
(Four Corners)
527-915?
Newton, Mass.
Easy Care Hair Styles for Men & Women
Blow Cuts
Styling Natural Curl
Receive expert care from Splro,
originally from the Chopping Block, and
meet his expertly trained staff
20% off with B.C. Id
Tues., Wed., Thurs.

527-8291

?

Date Wedensday, Oct. 22nd
Time Bpm
Place Murray Conference Room

Sponsered by: The Homophile Union

?
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& Cover
Replacements
Made to Order In
Vinyls & Upholstery Fabrics
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Foam Rubber
Discount Center
Store Hours: Daily 9am to s:3oprr
Saturday to 4:3opm
J oca 1010 1 Brighton Aye.
AUston

Go home on Allegheny. And

GOOD
TIMES

AH2C

ALL
THE TIME

save yourself some money. We
offer a wide variety of discount
travel plans with big savings for
groups and individuals.
The Liberty Fare. You can go
home and a lot of other places
besides, with unlimited travel at
one low price. You get a choice of
3 plans, too?7 days for $129, 14
daysfor $149 and 21 daysfor $179.
Good everywhere we fly, except
Canada.

Group 10. Save up to 33/3%
to 20% one way).
Groups of 10 or more save when
they purchase tickets 48 hours in
advance and take off together. And
you can each return separately, if
you like. Good everywhere we fly.
Group 4-9. Save up to 20%
roundtrip. Groups of 4to 9 save
when you make reservations 48
hours in advance and fly together
to and from selected cities. Stay at
least 3 but no more than 30 days.

roundtrip (up

Leave before noon on weekdaysanytime on weekends,
Weekend. Save up to 25% on
your roundtrip ticket when you
go and return on a Saturday or

Sunday,

For complete information on
all of our money-saving discount
travel plans and flightreservations,
see your Travel Agent or call your
local Allegheny Airlines reservations number. And get ready to go
home or anywhere else.

835 BEACON STREET

BOSTON

SUNDAY AFTERNOONS
JOHNMORGAN
TUESDAY NIGHTIS COLLEGE NIQHT.

ALLEGIiIEIMV:
America's 6th largest passenger-carrying airline.
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News briefs

Opting for Career Education
(continuedfrom page 8)
I'm majoring in finance too."
But wait. This isn't another "why
aren't the students out in the

streets" or "where have all the
Mark Rudds gone" commentary.
The few, last ditch, BC style
radicals criticize the mood of the
student body, calling it a return to
the complacent conservatism of the
fifties. They are wrong. There is not
a conservative mood on campus but
rather no mood at all. Nguyen Cao
Ky could teach a poli sci course,
The Heights could run front page
vibrator ads and the BC English
dept. could be fired "en masse" and

the chances are that all of this would
have little discernable effect on the
present undergraduate population.
The sad fact is not that students are
unconcerned but that they are
oblivious.
Unfortunately, while it is true
that most students seem unconcerned about this change in
direction, a good deal of the blame
must be placed on the University
administration which has done little
or nothingto return the school to its
original purpose.
One rarely hears BC execs talk of
"mental awakening" when discussing the concepts of this institution's

educational style. Instead, the word

usually heard is "professional." BC
is professionalizing itself. Who
needs academia when you can have
big business? Sadly the student body
is beginning to reflect the administration as much as the grey
flannel execs reflect Xerox. Suffice
to say that President J. Donald
Monan sits on Bank boards as BC
becomes GE. No it is no longer just
"Medieval minds" but rather corporate mentality. The great Jesuit
"tradition" of higher education has
gone up in smoke while the fires of
anti-intellectualismburn brighter.
And so the non-mood of the BC
undergraduate marches on.

Greycliff Now Language Dorm
by Mary Ann Murphy

A language dormitory for
students studying Spanish and
French was established this fall
at Greycliff Hall, now referred
to as "Spench House," 2051
Commonwealth Avenue.
According to student coordinator Ellen Bernard (A&S,-'7B), the dorm is divided into
two sides to provide both
Spanish and French environments for student? who
wish to further their proficiency
in eith language. The residents
are presently required to speak
Spanish or French as much as
itji
possible, with the hope that
these languages .will be spoken
exclusively in the dorm by Spring '76.
Spench House also serves as a Formerly Greycliff Hall, 2051 Comm. Aye is now "Spench House."
setting for "Les Marrones" and
year. A coordinating committee
"La Tertulia," weekly
DEJAVU
"that
included a number of ingatherings for both the dorm's
terested students provided adquick cash?
Need
residents and other students who
ditional
help in choosing
your
Sell
used records.
desire an opportunity to speak
Greycliff as a house and
Spanish or French in a social atNeed to save cash?
recruiting future residents.
mosphere. The Spanish Club is
Buy used records.
Students who wish to reside in
sponsoring a Halloween party at
the language dorm must have a
DEJA VU,
Spench House as well.
working knowledge of either
Dr. J. Enrique Ojeda and
1105 Mass. Aye.
Spanish or French. There are
Professor Vera Lee of the
still several openings for both
Harv. Sq. Camb.
Romance Languages Departpm daily-661-7869
Spanish- and French-speaking
10-7
ment and Housing Director
students. Anyone interested
Free album with this ad this
Kevin Duffy first conceived the
should contact Dr. Ojeda,
week only.
idea for a language dorm last
Carney 333.
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$4.99

964-1550
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ROBERTS CENTER
WILL CONTINUE FOR
APPROXIMATELY
THREE WEEKS
SUN., THURS. 7 9
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-

969-2760

SPEEDREADING
Read 300 pages in less than one and one half hours, with
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"Hank and Eddie" Piano and Bass duo.
Now Appearing Wed. and Thurs. nite in the Lounge
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College girl to do light
housekeeping and occasional babysitting,
two days a week.
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continued from page one
facilities, performing tests on
employees, checking on any recent

employee illnesses, and in following
other various security procedures.
It is also difficult to pinpoint the
source because many of the students
eaten at several different places.
Briarwood Conference Center, had
While some claim to have eaten
Cape Cod. Nominal cost. For in- only at McElroy, others say they
formation, see Toby Plevin, Student
had never eaten there.
Activities Office.
Salmonella is rarely seriously
to a healthy adult, the
dangerous
all
Hopefully will graduate and land
doctor
stated.
Its symptoms are
secure corporate jobs and nice
split/level homes in Framingham. diarrhea and abdominal cramps
Liberal education is dying at BC and, in more severe cases, nausea
and nobody knows for sure what is and fever. Transmitted usually by
the antidote. Worse, nobody really humans, flys, and rodents,
salmonella does not affect the taste
wants to find out.
or odor of the food it contaminates.

jyi ji.l Small classes

MURRAY'S

Poisoning

Intercultural Communications
Workshop, Oct. 31-Nov. 2. Are you
interested in the problems of crosscultural communication? It is open
to students and professionals of all
ages from the US and other countries to increase understanding of
the factors that increase crosscultural communication.
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with an acrylic knit Rugby shirt.
Variety of colors in S.M.L.XL.
Slight irregulars of $16.00 coniParable value. Sweaterville priced

An open house to discuss graduate studies in these programs at
Harvard University will be held:

Thurs. October 23
3:30-5:30
George Gund Hall
48 Quincy St. Cambridge Mass.
Refreshments will be served.
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BC Cultural Committee
presents

Israeli Night
Freefood, wine, dance and entertainment
Sunday Night,
October 26
7p.nt.-llp.nt.

O'Connell Hall
(located on Upper Campus)

UGBC Sponsors
a Town Meeting
Questions and discussion involving the
tentative tuition hike and the university
budget (in general), will be discussed by
UGBC President Duane Deskins and Exucutive Assistant for University Financial
Affairs, Peter Markell. If you are concerned, please make an effort to participate. This meeting is open to the entire
Boston College Community.

Time: 7to 10p.m.
Place: McGuinn Auditorium
Date: Mon., Oct. 27,1975
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BC Offense Scores 17 in First Half to Overpower Middies
by Don Makson
"It was the best of times,
it was the worst of times."
-Charles Dickens
They can be so effective, so overpowering, so unstoppable; a well
oiled football machine. And yet, in
that mightmarish, chameleonlic
""nature, they can falter, stumble and
stop! The Boston College Eagle
offense put 17 points on the board in
the first half, then sat by almost idle
as the BC defense took center stage,
halting the Middie drives and
preserving a 17-3 victory. The Eagle

attack, which accounted for four
turnovers and only 91 second half
yards, stung the vaunted Navy
defense in the first half with the running of Glen Capriola, and the
scoring-combination of Kruczek to
Godbolt. But the lack ofconsistency in the offense continues to
perplex fans and critics alike.«
The Eagles drew first blood on
their second series, as Barnette and
Carpiola, seeing his first action
since Temple, took cracks at Navy's
defensive line, and drove the ball to
the 29 yard line. There, the drive

stalled, but Fred Steinfort split the
uprights from 46 yards out, giving
trie Eagles a 3-point lead. After an
exchange of punts, BC started roll-

ing again. Capriola, running with
reckless abandon behind some
devastating blocks by Keith
Barnette, spearheaded the Eagle
offense. The Eagles marched to the
Middies 15, where on third and
eleven, Mike Kruczek threaded the

needle perfectly to Bucky Godbolt
for the score. It was the first TD
scored against the Navy defense in
eleven quarters.
The BC defense, led by the fine
play of Rich Scudellari and Pete
Cronan, kept thwarting the offense
of quarterbacks John Kurowski and
Phil Poirier while giving Navy's
punter Steve Dykes, a workout.
Twice, the Middies punting unit ran

Paul Cahill

Glad Tidings

into return specialist Pete Laßoy,
whose deceptive Fair catch signals
drew two roughing penalties,
resulting in excellent field position.
The Eagle offense was now in
high gear, and with Tony
Melchiorre filling in for an injured
Barnette, Kruczek led his team
downfield. An eight yard pass to
tight end Don Petersen gave BC the
ball on the Navy 38, and after alternating Capriola and Melchiorre for
five plays, BC went to the air.
Kruczek spotted Godbolt open at
the goal line, and his leaping grab
sent BC into the locker room with a
17-0 lead.
In the third quarter, Navy came
out flying and stopped the Eagle attack. In fact BC could muster but
one good drive in the last two
periods and that was snuffed out
when Navy's Jim Scott hit Kruczek
with a crunching, blindisde tackle
that caused him to cough up the
football.
But even though the
offense could not move, the Eagle
defense, although playing much of
the second half, would not let this
victory slip from their grasp. After
a Larry Muczynski 38 yard field
; goal at 7:02 in the fourth period, the
| BC defense clamped down the Mid; die offense. Then a Kruczek injterception was returned to the Eagle
continued on pagefour

Welcome to the Heights.
Make yourself at home at the Boston College version of the
Ponderosa. The cast is set. It's Bill Flynn as Ben Cartwritght the father
of the family who knows his sons are capable of facing any challenge in
standing up to the best of them.
John "Snooks" Kelly as the ever beloved Hoss molded in the superman image, fighting for truth, justice and the American way.
Adam, the darkhorse of the family, portrayed by Bob Zuffelato,
always on the lookout for tall lanky cowhands to stay on in Chestnut
Hill, the Virginia City of the East.
And finally Little Joe played by none other than the man who
revolutionized the rodeo in opting for the nosedive over tossing the
lasso
Junior Byron Hemingway sacks Middie quarterback to end the fourth
Who is this favorite son? Hint: It rhymes with Eureaka!
of BC's win over Navy.
quarter
Yes, it's time for Little Joe to pick up the pieces, move on and set up
his own little house on the prairie.
Tulane sept over this campus last weekend and echoes of the faithful
few survivors on this Saturday evening resounded, "Joe must go."
As Navy floated in on this past weekend of the New England monsoon by Dave
Coulthard
forced the Babson player to kick it would invariably leap the fence and
season one felt the voices would stir once again as the Midshipmen would
over the cross bar to save a goal. land in a slaughter house. Would I
Bahson
gain revenge for past catastrophic losses suffered at the hands of this B.C.
This play was indicative of Roaches be able to withstand ninety minutes
Shutout
for
the
third
consecutive
outfit.
performance
throughout the entire of sadisticplucking? Yet, to undersBut Little Joe was not to be denied. He let the cattle out of the barn.
game, the BC soccer team fell to a
And this team walked away,heads held high, after an impressive victory savvy Babson College squad 2-0 contest. Continually peppered with tand this pessimism, some light
over Navy.
dropping the Eagles' record below, shots, Roache held steadfastly, must be shed on the opponent.
Try to figure this team out. Now your rommate might plead with you .500 for the first time this season at making many outstanding saves in
The University of Connecticut
best effort of the season.
to forget it. He or she might well say don't waste your time, Let's
3-4-1. Ranked number eight in New hisAfter
quick second half burst, (UCONN) is the citadel for soccer
the
celebrate while we can. Drink up. Put on the stereo; turn it up. I don't England and perennially tough at
enthusiasists. Not only has Coach
home, unbeaten Babson was simply Babson was not nearly so dominant, Joe Marronni made soccer number
want to hear it. But try to hold out, clear your head and set your mental
the
team
still
held
although
the
a superior unit, outplaying BC but
apparatus to work.
one in Storrs but has singlehandedly
Is this a team that out-defensed thenumber one defense in the country? not without a determined effort by territorial edge against the stubborn spread the disease through his state.
The
was
until
Eagles.
game
not lost
Or is this a team that considers the long pass a snap center over the head BC.
Besides his coaching responThe scrappy Eagles caused early the final horn as BC kept digging sibilities, ol'
of the bewildered punter? Is this a team that played nose to nose with a
Joe initiated a junior
and
the
flow
around
in
the
turning
Babson
nationally renowned powerhouse? Or is this a team that was played out problems for
women's league, established an inlast
few
minutes
to
almostbreak
the
just after the opening whistle blew on the backstreets of West Virginia? players as both teams played even
door collegiate tournament and runs
Yes, yes, yes, yes. But what do we have here? What does that say for this two-way soccer up and down the shutout.
a summer camp. This devote
field. In the first fifteen minutes BC
team? It says that they are consistently inconsistent. Now if you can undiehard Lombardiesque attitude is
derstand that understanding Boston College football is just a step away. had a couple of good chances for by Blake Godbout
liminated into each player he
solid
IICONN
squad
A)
goals that just missed. Right wing
One can paint the picture in variedcolors. Here stands a
On the evening prior to Boston coaches. His men accept the
with talented personnel that intermittently sink into sluggish periods of John Cappiello, playing brilliantly,
responsibility; an intense mutual
journey into UCONN
College's
ineptitude; B) a team with a few bright spots that continually flounders in continually stole the ball from the
is the product.
mediocrity only to rise and assert themselves on inspired occasions. It Babson backs and executed some country, sleeping was difficult. respect(continued page
on
three)
When
I
tried
counting
sheep,
they
could be that we face an identity crisis of a team with a split personality well placed crosses in front of the
that plays when it wants to.
goal. But no one was ever there to
Whatever the case may be we should enjoy the memoriesoflast Saturfinish off the plays.
Babson finally broke into the
day evening's events before the sweet taste of victory is gone. This
defense in this past Saturday night stymied the attack of navy. Bryon scoring column at about the 20
Heminway did it his way. Byron has been known to greet opposing minutes mark of the opening half. A
quarterbacks with more than a friendly hello how do you do. Navy's BC player was called for pushing off
offensive backfield had the pleasure of being introduced, to Mr. on the outside corner of the penalty
Hemingway. On Sunday they reached for the Bengay as they suffered box. A gusty halfback, playing with
the aching results. Byron did have some help from his friends particulara broken hand, took the indirect
kick for Babson. The ball sailed
ly one Richard Scudellari.
Offensively Mike Kruczek showed us once again that given the chance over everyone's heads to the far
he can throw the ball. In catching it Mike Goldbotis establishing himself goalpost where a Babson forward
as a top notch receiver in the East. And the offensive punch in the headed it in for the goal.
This goal gave Babson the
presence of Glenn Capriolapulverized the Midshipmen's armored line.
An impressive voctory, a little late in coming, but enjoyable just the momentum it needed, whereupon it
controlled the play which eventually
same.
This squad can still attain a respectable record in event of another led to its second goal ten minutes
strong finish. But the party's over. This team was rated with the best in later. After a corner kick the ball
the East a few short weeks ago, a challenge to Perm State for the bounced around the BC penalty
Lambert Trophy. Dream on. The pressure to win it when we had to is area, then squirted out to the Babpast. We lost it when the money was on the table. A talented team with a son center halfback who hammered
talented, imaginativecoach can do it when it counts.
a perfect shot inside the left post.
Babson started the second half
Little Joe may rile em up and drive his team to a winning season. So
coin" the fall of 76 Joe will still be perched high on the Ponderosa promisdetermined to turn the gameinto a
ing another challenge in the East. Or could it be the father of this opera- rout and almost scored on a
tion will awaken and point his varoed son toward greener pastures. breakaway 21 seconds after the ]Forward Bill Fraser moves in on opponent; soccer continued losing
kick-off. BC goalie Dave Roache
Dreeeeeam. Dream, Dream, dream.
streak by dropping two contests.
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Soccer on Losing Streak, Drops Two
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Eagles On the Road to Challenge
by Jim Catapano

A vastly improved Syracuse
University football team will seek
revenge of a 45-0 whitewashing that
they received at Alumni Stadium
last year, when they entertain the
BC Eagles in Upstate New York on
Saturday, October 25. The game is
slated for a 1:30 PM start, will be
played in SU's Archbold Stadium
where BC has won only two of eight
encounters with the Orangemen.
Under the leadership of Coach
Frank Maloney, in his second year
at that position, Syracuse has
responded with threevictories so far
this season after a disappointing 2-9
campaign in 1974. The Orange has
recorded their conquest over lowa,
Villanova, whom BC completely
dominated 41-12 and Tulane, who
upset the Eagles in their worst showing to date, 17-7. On the opposite
side of the ledger, Syracusehas been
defeated by Navy, another BC opponent, 10-6 and handled easilyby a
highly respected Maryland Terrapin
squad 24-7.
Last year, the Eagles displayed
complete control over the
Orangemen in recording their
fourth consecutive triumph 45-0.
Running almost at will through a
porous defensive line, BC amassed
347 yards on the ground and 95
yards through the air for a total of
442 yards for the afternoon. While
the offense was seemingly unable to
do anything wrong, the BC defense
allowed the Orange only a very
modest 84 total yards; 59 rushing
and 25 passing.
However, on the verge of their

first winning season since 1970,
Coach Maloney's forces apparently
posess the potential to upset the
Eagles this year. With 35 returning
lettermen,Syracuse approached this
season with a cautious optimism.
Maloney had confidence in a fairly
established nucleus but expressed
doubt in several questionable areas.
One problem that the Orange faced
was an expected lack of depth. But
over the course of the year so far,
Syracuse has alleviated several
problems and with an influx of
talented freshmen, Maloney has
been able to look to his bench with
confidence.
Coach Maloneyexpected to build
his team around an experienced and
excellent defensive framework at
the commencement of fall practice.
So far, his defending corps have
responded well, yielding only 14.5
points per game against capable
competition. The Orange, in surrendering a meger average of 260
yards per game, 146 yds rushing and
114 yds passing, quiteobviously will
pose a serious threat to the BC attack.
Individually Syracuse will field
two excellent defensive tackles in
sophomore Ken Clarke and junior
Bill Zanovitch. Clarke broke into
the starting lineup as a freshman
last year and played admirably,
while Zanovitch returned this
season after sitting out the '74 campaign due to an injury sustained in a
softball contest. At middle guard, a
question mark early, sophomore
Gerry Martin, an accomplished
linebacker, has performed well in an

Blake Godbout

SU

alien position. Rounding out the
forward wallfor the Orangemen are
two competant ends, Jim Jerome
and Dave Tate, both seniors.
Flanking the front line are two
well tested linebackers, seniors Ray
Preston and Lindy Hess. Preston,
cited as one of the best linebackers
in college football today, has been
an imposing figure throughout the
season for Syracuse as he leads the
team in tackles. Hess has complemented Preston, a first team "All
Easterner" last year and together,
the two have developed into a formidable pair.
In the secondary, the Orange will
field a talented foursome. Larry
King, a sophomore, is in his second
year as a starter and has gained
greater poise and confidence with
each passing contest. At the halfbacks are senior Keith Moody and
Junior Nate Wright, both seasoned
veterans, while junior Tim Moresco
admirably rounds out the secondary
at his safety position.
Offensively, the Orangemen have
been sporadic throughout the entire
season. Against Tulane and
Villanova, they moved the ball well
and scored consistently but in their
other contests, the offense has often
appeared nearly impotent.
The main area of concern for the
Orange was the offensive line which
returned only two starters from last
year's team, Jose St. Victor at
tackle and Don Wells at guard. As
the season has progressed, the line
has become more cohesive and at
times has lookedexcellent but there
still remains much room for improvement.

Quarterbacking Syracuse will be
Jim Donaghue, an experienced
senior. So far, Donaghue has looked
Good Afternoon! Today we venture into the Den dc Lyons for their impressive and to date, sports a 48
midday extravaganza. Maurice from Scituatereccommends Burgundian percent completion average. Given
sheppard'spie (baked too allow a fine layer ofcarbon on the potatoe top- time, Donaghue can pass well and
ping), asparagus tips marinated in vinegar and a side portion of anything surehanded split end, Lonnie
in column C under a quarter. Drink and dessert is left to ones discretion Allgood, with 11 receptions through
and bravery. Bon apetit
five contest, has proven to be his
Yes things are bad .To add insult to injury, my illustrious collegues favorite target.
voted our football Eagles tenth in the East. Teams placed above were
The starting backfield for the
Princeton, Colgate and Syracuse. Come on fellas, you sure know how to Orange will be at fullback, Earl
kick us when we're down! But just you guys wait until we get our bowl Vaughn and at the halfbacks, Bob
bid
In sincerity, whoever or whatever projected a 9-2 season must Avery and Bill Hurley. Avery, with
have scouted the wrong team. And to those amongst us being Freshper233 yards in 51 carries is Syracuse's
sons, remember, the lyrics for that catchy tune "We won't get fooled most proficient rusher to date while
again." They'll come in handy even if we're graced with a new "leader".
On the brighter side. Let us thank the Lord for a loss to Tulane instead
of Navy. Considering the climatic conditions; a major upset would have
sent those cliche mongers on a field day. Something like, "Shipman swim
past log jammed Eagles."
So you think things have bottomed out here at Sportnut Hill? No way
buddy! Here on the eve of the Boston College?UConn soccer match
things couldn't look grimmer. I can finally empathize with my ancient
cohort who was assigned the Battle of Thermoplyea. How nice to be a
battered Spartan
by Jane McCarthy
However, allow me to offer a bit of philosophy. A wise old man once
Defense was the name of the
said, "midst anguish there exists joy, with failure lies success, and sadogame Wednesday October 15,as the
masichism just plain ain't fun." Really, it's true.
BC Women's Field Hockey team
As our Eagles were being humiliated by the Green Wave, we were beat the Crusaders of Holy Cross 4treated with a fine vocal performance from Sections E-G. The BC Choral 1. Within seconds of the opening
should have no problem fitting this untapped source into their act: or face off one knew both teams were
mrfybe even a "battle of the vocals". A Requiem in A minor versus a up for the game. There were constant breakaways but each team had
medley BC battle hymns. Such possibilities.
While the big sports roll over and play dead; new light is shed on the excellent defensive moves, breaking
forgotten past times. For instance woman's field hockey. You want to up play after play.
root for an undefeated powerhouse? Well, here's your chance! Act quickThe visitors from the Cross, who
ly for the bandwagon has already left the station. Literally hundreds traveled for an hour before arriving
watched as they cleaned Shea Field with Holy Cross. This reporter was for the game, started Diane Wood,
there and like most of you I like a winner. In fact, this is the only Eagle Joanne Heaney, Leslie Rao, Barb
squad which can boast five starting players from the same local high Kelley, Jane Eaen, Dierdre Darrity,
school. Put that one in your trivia hat!
Joanne Rossi, Diedre White, Mary
And when field hockey concludes its year I recommend fencing next. Santos, Barb Wesolowski, Lisa
Any Wednesday between 4:3Cand 6 PM they will be giving instructions Guay was the starting goalie.
and advice to all comers. John Laßoe, stellar swordsman and scholar,
The Eagles continued using the
says they are in particular need of person proficient in sabre. By the way, same line-up: Nancy DeNatale,
Robin Schelzi, Mimi Sherry, Julie
they are an equal opportunity employer, so don'tbe shy.
If you don't wish to stray from the beaten path, well, you can chose Quinn, Liz Fay, Meg Fahey, Meg
between Woman'sbasketball or Ice Hockey. The former will begin initial Hurley, Carol Flaherty, Felice
workouts Oct 26 at 7PM. Scheduled practices will run regularly on Napolitano, Ellen Kermand, and
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 5-7. Coach Enos says there will be three Katie Clemens was in the goal.
weeks before final cuts so get down to Roberts and show your stuff.
For much of the first half the
Martin Carney asst. coach for the women's ice hockey team is gloating goalies stole much of the show.
over the new influx of talent into his organization. They have been Breakaways and scoring attempts
blessed with a transfer student-goalie from Michigan Tech. (the alma from in front of the goal were
thwarted by both demons and
mater of Tony Esposito) Maybe Coach Ceglarskishould check this sensation out.
Guay.
So all in all, things maybe aren't that bad. But if you miss the wagon
Eagle goalieKatie demonsmade
several stops from right in front of
this timekid, you'll know who to blame ~.. ...?....«.....,,...,,
~
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BC Karate Team Anticipates NE Championship

Orangemen
Vaughn and Hurley have gained 219
yards and 115 yards respectively.
However, despite all three being
capable performers, none has
developed into a break away threat,
something which has hindered
Syracuse's attack significantly.
In light of the above, BC appears
to be the superior team However,
as already seen several times this
season, this hasn't deterred the
Eagles from performing well below
their potential and should BC continue to play uninspired football,
Syracuse could very well emerge
from Saturday's contest as the vic-

by Mark Frederick
While much of the BC community has become disgruntled within
the throes of mediocre football
season, it may at least take heart
that a true contender, the Boston
College Karate Team is in hot pursuit of its second New England

Soccer Loses Two More;
Record Drops to 3-5-1

r

tor.

McLue

success.

Junior Kathy Kane, originator of
the idea and spokesperson for the
newly formed team, reported "our
efforts to establish a women's soccer
team here at BC are very serious.
Despite the lack of experience the
team is beginning to shape up and
the players are establishing their
positions".
Much of the squad's success can
be attributed to the valuable
assistance given by soccer coach
Hans Westerkamp and several
members of the varsity team. They
have consistantly showed up at the
practices and scrimmages, lending
the women both expert coaching advice and moral support.
The team is presently in contact
with several area schools with the
hope that a challenging slate of opponents can be arranged. In possible

*

A Navy opponent leaps high but fails to bl

Tom

'

Eagles Over Crusaders 4-1;

Good Defensive Strengths

'

contests the new Eagles will
be pitted against teams from
Radcliffe, Brown and Wellesley.
Until their schedule is lined
however, the team will continue its
intra-squad scrimmages, the first of
which was held last Wednesday
after three weeks of vigorous practices. After the game Kane commented, "since several of the
women have never played organized
soccer this scrimmage was an im :
portant step in the team's development. Now we can determine which
positions are filled and which we
have to work on"
Financially, the team is independent. The women are purchasing
their own uniforms and, as of yet.,

future

-

Smash Harvard 18-0

Ruggers Split
by Joe Gaffney

Dartmouth
The dreary drizzle on Saturday,
Oct. 11, seemed to have a dampening effect on BC sports all that day.
Not only did the BC Eagles lose a
tough game to Tulane, but a few
hours earlier the BC Rugby team
dropped their game up in Hanover,
NH to Dartmouth. The nature of
the 'B' Rugby game was different,
however, in that BC lead
throughout most of the second half
and saw the victory taken right out
of their hands on a judgement call
by the referee. The controversial
call came on a play in which a Dartmouth back had played the ball illegally but nonetheless, was
awarded a 4 pt. try to give the Ivy
Leaguers the victory as time ran

the goal keeping her team in the out.
game until Eagle attacker Nancy
The Eagle Ruggers lead 3-0, then
DiNatale broke the scoreless tic late
6-4 on two field goal attempts. As
in the first half.
time dwindled down to within a
The second half continued the minute BC lost by a final count of 8defensive pace the first half had set. 6. This was the first loss suffered by
Countless shots to the net were the 'B' team this year. Immediately
stopped by both goalies. Halfway
through the second period the after this game the BC 'A' squad
Eagles upped the score to 2-0 on took the feild and played a very
another good shot by Nancy aggressive Dartmouth team and
DiNatale.
consequentlytook a sound beating
No sooner had the Holy Cross on the chin with the final tallybeing
goalie, Lisa Guay recovered than 12 unanswered Dartmouth points.
Mimi Sherry scored to make the
Looking back over the past
score read BC 3-0 over the month the
Rugby team is filled with
Crusaders.
dismay yet a sense of pride, too.
Late in the period Mimi Sherry
added another tally to BC's scored They have compiled an overall
and finally Holy Cross broke up record of 5 victories against 2
Katie demons' shutout when defeats with this record established
Joanne Heaney scored to make the
on foreign turf. In four weeks the
score 4-1.
Ruggers have played in four
Coach Maureen Enos feels that different states. Though Rugby
is a
their next game against SMU will game which was
founded
in
be a tough one, and the game England, the factor of a home field
against Bentley should prove to be
difficult. But the way the Women's advantage is without doubt an
Field Hotkey team has played so American characteristic of the
far this season they should take the game. Therefore, with a three game
other two games against Wellesley homestand, the Eagle Ruggers will
and Tufts, to wrap up a very have that added lift given to them by
screaming onlookers.
successful season.

(continued from page one)
As the Huskies enter, Steely Dan
is piped through the public address
system. "The players get psyched
through their favorite tunes" says
the manager. The pomp and splendor did not stop there. Prior to the
kick-off, the starting teams were introduced at midfield. In ten years of
soccer, this was a unique first.
"Refined class" depicts both player
and program at UCONN. The
"Star SpangledBanner" was played
and we were off to the races
At kick-off time I projected a 7-0
defeated. The final score read 5-1,
yet, with a little bit of luck it could
have been 10-0. Credit for this
"respectable" defeat goes solely
to B.C. goalie, Dave Roache. He
was superb.
His aggressive
acrobatics compensated for the
lethargic inconsistent Eagle

wholely on the antiquated "off-sides
trap" method. If you have swift
fullbacks maybe it will contain your
opponent. The Eagles are slow.
Dave must have stopped at least ten
?
break aways; forty-six shots were
hammered his way with only five
that
is
scored. Damn good!
available
equipment
"the only
The partisan crowd made their
which the varsity has lent them.
share
of derogatory quips. While
now,
As it stands
the overall outsome singled out one in particular
«. look for the team looks good. Once
(Jim Mclntyre), others thought the
all the loose ends are tied up
Eagles appeared "high schoolish".
women's soccer should become a
Quite to the contrary.
well organized and permanent acB.C.'s lone goal at 12:38, by John
tivity on the BC campus, and
was one'fine individual perLojek,
perhaps even attain varsity status.
formance. When the forward line
In addition to a finalized schedule,
did get the ball, Mssrs. Fraser,
practice and perhaps even a
Lewin, Maxham, and Cappiello,
coach of their own what the women
moved it extremely well. Everyone
most need now is sizable student
should get an A for effort (even the
support. So, keep an eye out for
fullbacks).
Yet, in the end, the
" women's soccer and head on down
Eagles left Storrs with bruises, a
to the astroturffor their first game,
dinner and a lesson gratis. Hopefultentatively scheduled for sometime fullbacks.
B.C.'s defensive strategy rests ly they will learn.
next week. Their debut should prove
to be exciting.
is Punt by Jim Walton.

Women 's Soccer Hits BC; itial Success
The most recent illustration of the
growing interest in women's
athletics on the BC campus is the
formation of a women's soccer
team. At a meetingheld three weeks
ago forty five women showed up and
expressed a desire to participate in
an organized soccer club. From
twenty to thirty continue to come to
the thrice-weekly practices, and
while many of them lack the
necessary experience, the
willingness to learn and enthusiasm
exhibited by the women has contributed to the squad's intial

Karate Championship.
The team which captured its last
New England win in the Spring of
1974, is led by this years senior captain Yin Ragosta. Ragosta, who was
named to the all New England team
last season is the only remaining
member of the 1974 Championship

~

-

Harvard

Oa Wednesday, Oct. 15, Harvard

;rsity sent a third side of
1 players to BC to take on our
:rs as a tune up for weekend
Premised on the final score
he overall BC performance,
ird should have stayed home,
ontrolled their scrum, made

hard tackles and was forever running the ball directly at the baffled

defenders from Cambridge. The
final score was an impressive 18-0
win which helped BC prepare for a
tough contest with UMass this
weekend. Hopefully the momentum
and enthusiasm of this game will
carry over till Sunday.

squad. If BC is to capture the New
Englands once more Ragosta's performance will be one of the main
keys.
Other important team members
in the title pursuit are Senior Kevin
Bord and sophomore Leo Holland.
Both of these atheletes poses excellent hand punching and very hard
jabbingstyles.
Other main team member are CoCaptain Rob Furey, Peter Cittadini,
John Allcock, and Kevin Scully who
are all sophomores. In its quest for
the title the team will have to have
strong performances from Furey
and Cittadini, who are spin-kicking
specialists.
Rounding out this strong squad
are Allcock and Scully who were
creditable performers last year but
have improved vastly via much
summer training.
The type of Karate which is
utilized by the team is Shotokan.
The team is an offshoot of the BC
Shotokan Karate Club, which is under the direction of Mr. Tabata a
7th degree black belt and the
Shotokan Master in the United
States.
Captain Ragosta feels this is the

reason why BC has strengthened so
over the last three years. "I have
been here for three years now and
was into Karate much of high
school. That doesn't even compare
with this because Mr. Tabata is such
an excellent teacher. He is a very
patient instructor and his excellent
teaching has helped everyone, from
the most advanced to the

beginners."
Mr. Tabata came to BC in 1968
as one of the most renowned
Shotokan Karate instructors in the
world. This was the same year the
New England Collegiate Karate
Conference was formed, and since
that time through Mr. Tabatas'
teaching BC has become one of the
perrenial contenders in the conference.
The team has been in existence
now for approximately five years.
It's training ground, the Shotokan
Club was formed by Mr. Tabata
and is totally selfsupportive and is
open to all students.
From this club the five best
fighters are chosen to compete in
the New England Championships
which are held each November and
April.

WOMEN'S

BASKETBALL
ISBACK

Tryouts begin Sun., Oct. 26
7-9 p.m.

Roberts Center

will continue for approximately three weeks.
Sun., Thurs.; 7-9
Tues.; 5-7

Ther performance of captain Yin Ragosta is key to the success of BC
Karate team.

(jireu
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Bill Fraser... Soccer Enthusiast
by John Fouhy

William Edward Fraser is not
your average Boston College upperclassmen. You see, Bill Fraser
plays soccer. It might seem to him
that he always has and always will
play soccer, but something which
requires quiet determination and
dedication cannot be that simple.
It might sound like a fairy tale,
but
.once upon a time, a
sophomore in high school decided
that he was too small to play football. In itself, this could have been a
happy ending, but this youngster,
due to a strange desire to compete,
decided to play soccer. Three years
of soccer experience, at footballoriented Boston Latin High School,
led to Boston College, well, indirectly.
Bill Fraser came to BC on a
scholarship. (Don't let thisnews slip
to the Athletic Office.) It happened
to be a scholastic scholarship, one
which he lost after leaving at the end
of his first year. Incidently, there is
no such thing, on this campus which
resembles a soccer athletic
scholarship, but don't ask why. The
answers don't bother Bill. As he
says, "Flynn (A.D., William,) does
his best, but he doesn't have the
funds to allocate. We get new uniforms and balls each year, and
that's a lot better than when I
started here, but it would have
helped if I was getting4200 bucks to
come play."
Obviously, the question here per-

.

tains to the ability of Bill Fraser. It position, the ball handler is useless.
can be totally answered by one Not every soccer player can
word?potential. He lettered as a dominate a game individually,like a
freshman, left school, returned Pele, so cooperation is essential.
However, that does not mean that
"because of soccer", only to be cut
down by serious injuries, which Bill refuses to use his "ham" ability.
transformed his junior year into As he says,"I would love to dribble
"potentially" his best. However, the length of the field and score, but
potential is not measured totally in my teammates would tend to get
natural ability. It is developed pissed off." At times, they do. As
through diligent practice and rewar- roommate and right wing "Cube"
Capiola insists, "Bill is the Dick
ding game experience.
During his off year, Bill played Allen of BC soccer." In other
for the East Boston Soccer Club and words, Fraser is the instigator on
gained the distinction of being the and off the field. He has numerous
only American-born player on this ways to tell a teammate that he is
State Amateur Cup winning team. shucking his responsibility, inHe also gained some valuable skills cluding sounding-off. Ex captain
which "some American kids don't Fraser (he resigned the post) feels
develop in high school," such skills that his vocal tendency motivates
as dribbling and passing. Because the team and himself to play better.
soccer should not be a kick-and-run "In soccer, all eleven guys are contype game, the degree of these skills stantly in the game, and there has to
determinesthe success ofany soccer be a way to make them realize it."
team.
Unlike many football players, the
As to the success of BC soccer, future of Bill Fraser does not inBill feels that they lack "the clude sitting next to a telephone on
necessary skill players in the draft day, but it does include soccer.
strength positions around center This sociology major is realistic
field" to be a high scoring team. about his future, and the future of
During the last three frustrating the "game" at BC. Whatever
shut-outs for the soccer team, this happens will depend on determinadeficiency has been obvious. Bill in- tion and dedication, not outside adcludes himself when he says that BC ministrative forces.
must work on "finishing off an
Obviously, William Fraser enjoys
offensive play." Also, he feels that the intricasies of this "secondary"
communication on the field is re- sport, as much as he appreciates the
quired for success. Without personal satisfaction. Simply, Bill
knowledge, through noncom- Fraser loves soccer and he accepts it
munication, of another player's for what it is.
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Tennis Defeats SMU in Close Match
by John Nylander

The BC Women's Tennis team
pushed their record to 5 wins and 1
loss by defeating a tough Southeast
Massachusetts University team in a
close match last Thursday. The 4-3
victory held under cold and windy
conditions here at the "Heights"
was played into the dark of the night
before the victory was decided. In
perhaps the best match of the afternoon, freshman Mary Ann
McCarthy lost in a close match to
SMU's Sue Natale in three sets 6-2,
3-6, 6-4. Both girls smashed the ball
back and forth with many rallies
lasting two or three minutes.
Neither girl seemed to want to be
too aggressive as they hit base line
to base line. As the match
progressed both girls hit the ball
harder. Their serves became very
effective. Natale eventually broke
Mary Ann down and took the final
set by a close 6-4 score.
In the second singles match,
junior Karen Teraila lost to SMU's
Pat Corbett in straight sets 6-3, 6-4.
Third
seeded
Martha
Moorehead,a sophomore, had little
trouble in handling Heidi Fuchs.
She took her in straight sets 6-2, 6-1.
Martha's ground strokes were
flawless, as her forehand shot was
really moving.
The fourth singles match had BC
sophomore Moe McAuliffe facing
SMU's Maureen Jodoin. Jodoin
took Moe in straight sets but not
without a run for her money. The
final score was 7-6, 7-6 with the
final set being'decided by a 9-point
"Tie-BreakeF." The Tie-Breaker

was forced because of darkness.
In the doubles matches, BC took
both match-ups. The first was a convincing 6-3, 6-2 victory by the team
of seniors, Marsy Maloy and Polly
Dolan. The other end featured BC;s
Barbara Grady, a sophomore, and
Freshman Celia Calhoun. Their
match went the distance with BC
taking the match 6-0, 3-6, 6-3. With
their victories today, the two BC
doubles teams remain undefeated
thus far this season.
This left the match tied at three

by Ken Rivetz

Last Saturday again saw several
games played in the pouring rain as
well as a couple of comeback victories, most notably being Notre
Dam's amazing win against Air
Force.
Notre, Dame, after trailing 30-10
in the fourth quarter, staged a
phenomenal comeback to defeat Air
Force 31-30 in Colorado.
Fullback Jerome Heavens scored
the winning touchdown and his second of the game, with.3:23 remaining in the game, oh-a one yard
plunge. Halfback Al Hunter's 43
yard jaunt to the two yard line put
the Irish in scoring position.
Not having quite the season they
had hoped for, Temple lost their
fifth game in six starts by a 24-23
score to Akron in Akron.
Halfback Kevin Grady scored
both Temple td's on a run of 84

introduces a special offer
to B.C. students
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Worn Jeans
$5-$8

PENNSYLVANIA CO.

36 Boylston St. (in the Garage, Harvard Square)
590 Commonwealth Aye. (across from Boston U.)
Open: daily 11-6, Thurs. 11-9

McNally scored three
touchdowns, all on one yard
plunges. Fullback Jim Torrance
also played very well as his running
played a key part in the win. He
gained 80 yards on the afternoon.
Holy Cross was victimized by
mistakes once again as they lost to
Furman 21-14 in Greenville, S.C.
The Crusaders, despite receiving
a record performance from split end
Dave Quehl, who set a HC career
receptions record with 97, via 10
catches on the day, gave the ball
away twice on fumbles which set up
Furman touchdowns.
Holy Cross remains winless after
five games.

Eagle Home Stand Ends 2-1
3 timely receptions kept the defense
honest, while sustaining scoring
drives.
Joe Yukica, although passing
only 12 times, discovered that you
can score with the aerial game.
Still, twelve passes per game does
not constitute a balanced attack.
Mike Kruczek proved he can throw
against the best secondaries in the
nation. (Navy was ranked third in
pass defense.) Certainly the potent
passing that Mike Kruczek has to
offer can only enhance an already
talented running attack.
"Conserving talent is the same as
wasting it."
Woody Hayes

October

JeQn gkirt
35 stYles
free
flannel shirt
with this ad
and an y $8
purchase.

yards and a 56 yard pass reception last minute of play to defeat the
from quarterback Pat Carey. Don University of Houston, 24-20 last
Bitterlich kicked two field goals of Friday night in Miami.
39 yards and one of 56 yards to
Hurricane running back Don
Martin dove one yard for the gamecomplete the Owl scoring.
West Virginia was shocked for winning touchdown with but 30
the second consecutive week as they seconds remaining in the contest.
were upset by Tulane 16-14 in The td capped a 61 yard-djtve as qb
Morgantown.
Kary Baker's passing set up the
The Green Wave rode the passing score.
of quarterback Buddy Gilbert and Army was victimized by a
the kicking of Dave Walters to over- ferocious Pittsburgh ground attack
take WVU which held a 14-0 advan- as the Cadets were annihilated 52tage. Gilbert tossed touchdown 20 at West Point.
Spurred on by quarterback Brian
passes of nine and 16 yards to halfback Don Lemon and tight end MeNally, the Univ. of Mass.
Darwin Willie, respectively. Walters-: Sdlfeated Rhode Island 23-7 in
than booted a 28 yard fieidy-gdal. .Amherst.
with 4:17 remaining in the gamefor
the winning points.
.'.?:''
Villanova used a balanced attack
to defeat Marshall 21-14 in
(continuedfrom page one)
Villanova.
The Wildcats had three different ten, but Navy could not punch the
players score for "them as they ball over for the score. The two
gained 122 yards on the grouund teams traded punts, and again the
Eagle offense fumbled away the
'and 108 through the air.
Syracuse outgained Penn State in ball. Navy tried desperately to
total offense 269-264 but were out- score the TD, but the Maroon and
scored by the Nittany Lions 19-7 in Gold was again, equal to the task
when QB Poirier was dumped as the
Syracuse.
Penn State, unable to mount gun sounded.
The return of Glen Capriola to
much of an attack in the first half,
holding only a 6-0 lead, scored the the BC backfield sparked the
winning points in the third quarter offense in the first half. The junior
ofn a touchdown pass following a from Berwyn, Pa. "rammed and
faked field goal attempt. The score bammed" his way for 101 yards on
deflated the Orangemen's hopes for 27 carries. The offense showed a
new twist as Joe Yukica finally
an upset.
Miami came from behind in the utilized his talented tight end Don
Petersen ([B3 in your program). His

THIS SPORTING WEEK

4 Chestnut Hill Aye., Brighton, Mass.
254-2020

Cord Jacket

Kuril

Irish Stage Comeback; Temple, Holy Cross Lose

Brighton Center's
New Optical Shop
?

apiece with the final singles match
left to play. In this match-up, BC's
Laurie Dunnet, a sophomore, took
SMU's Carol Pimentel in straight
sets, 6-3, 6-4 and gave BC the
match.
This was the second victory in a
row for the women's team. The victory last week was a 6-1 slamming
of U-Mass. The only loss thus far
was a close 3-4 decision to Tufts.
The girls have given every indication
that theremainderof the season will
[Despite her effective performance, freshman Mary Ann McCarthy lost
go equally as well.
to SMUS Sue Natale in three sets.

j

20

Volleyball vs. Salem State (A)

21

Volleyball vs. SMU (A)

21

Soccer vs. MIT (A)

21

Cross Country Greater Bostons

22

Field Hockey vs. Wellesley (A)

25

Football vs. Syracuse (A)

25

Women's Sailing - Vale Invitational at Vale

25

Rugby vs. BC Alumni

25

Soccer vs. Providence (H)

-

25-26 4-Crew Team Racing at MIT
26

-

Sailing Captains CVP at Jackson

Heights Spurts acknowledges and is grateful lo the Blue Chips of Boston
College Athletics for the financial support Blue Chips makes available to an expanded Heights Sports.

